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Abstract 
This paper assesses the fiscal, economic, terrorism, public health, crime, and environmental cost 
and benefits generated by the entry of 855,538 legal permanent residents and their descendants—
excluding refugees and asylees—over a 75-year window. This cost-benefit analysis found that a 
wave of immigrants' impact ranged from a boon of $140 billion, equal to 0.8 percent of GDP in 
2017, or a burden of $33 billion, equal to 0.2 percent of GDP in 2017—relative to the no legal 
migration counterfactual. These estimates suggest that an additional wave of legal permanent 
residents has a small impact compared to U.S. GDP that could be mitigated and internalized with 
the introduction of a green-card tariff or auction, thereby allowing existing U.S. residents and 
future immigrants to enjoy the benefits of immigration while reducing its’ potential costs. 
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I. Background 

The U.S. federal government allocates the majority of green cards based on non-economic 

preference categories rather than an immigrant's fiscal or economic benefit. This selection 

method combined with U.S. federal, state, and local government’s provision of goods and 

services can cause immigrants to negatively impact the governments’ fiscal balance. Additional 

factors—such as an immigrants’ effect on the economy, public safety, public health, and the 

environment—can also affect the opportunity cost of admitting an immigrant from the 

perspective of U.S. citizens and residents. I assess the impact of the one wave of legal permanent 

residents—excluding legal permanent residents entering as refugees and asylees—and compare it 

to two alternatives, a green-card auction and a tariff, by replicating a regulatory impact analysis 

similar to those performed by federal regulatory agencies. 

To create a baseline of the opportunity cost of legal permanent residents entering the 

United States as immediate relatives of U.S. citizens, under family-sponsored, employment-

based, and diversity preferences, and two generations of their descendants;1 I evaluate and 

quantify one wave of immigrants’ fiscal, economic, health, terrorism, and environmental 

impacts. For fiscal calculations, I utilize the predictions made in the National Academies of 

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NAS) 2016 study, which calculated the net fiscal balance 

in present value (NPV) of newly arrived immigrants and their descendants—up to five 

generations—over a 75-year window. For the remaining elements, I calculate the costs and 

benefits of immigrants and their descendants—three generations—through various methods.  

 
1Hereafter, I use an additional wave of 855,538 legal permanent residents and two generations of their descendants 
and “an additional wave of immigrants” interchangeably. An additional wave of immigrants was defined as 855,538 
individuals because 855,538 was the average number of LPRs from FY 2011-2013 excluding refugees and asylees. 
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The process described above, implicitly yields the opportunity cost of an additional wave 

of legal permanent residents and their descendants—in the specified classes of admission—

against a counterfactual of not admitting these immigrants. (Economically speaking, if the 

opportunity cost of an additional wave of immigrants is $100 in net present value terms than U.S. 

society, assuming its indifferent to immigration’s intangible benefits, should be willing to pay up 

to $100 to impede the arrival of an additional wave of immigrants and avoid the resulting cost.) 

After creating the baseline opportunity cost of an additional wave of legal permanent residents, I 

compare it to the same flows impacts with the introduction of a green-card auction and tariff. 

While previous examinations of auctions and tariffs systems—Becker (auction; all immigration) 

(Becker and Coyle 2011), Nowrasteh (tariff; all immigration) (Nowrasteh 2012), and Orrenius et 

al. (auction; work-oriented visas) (Orrenius et al. 2013)—also include significant changes to the 

underlying immigration system, I assume that Congress makes no additional immigration 

reforms. 

A.   Disclaimer, Methodology, and Structure 

Because of data limitations and the population of immigrants examined, my calculations often 

rely on simplistic assumptions or use studies that do not have the same immigration population. 

NAS’s net fiscal impact calculations make no distinction between legal and illegal immigrants, 

meaning the population estimated does not perfectly match my needs. Using NAS’s study to 

estimate the fiscal impact of legal permanent residents studied here introduces bias and error. 

The section on terrorism relies on newspapers and keyword searches to determine the origins of 

second-generation immigrants, a simplifying assumption. That being said, the motivation of this 

study is not discerning the exact opportunity cost of an additional of legal permanent residents 
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but rather to estimate the size of the problem and suggest that simple changes to the existing 

immigration system could account for any potential costs to U.S. citizens and existing residents.2 

Methodologically, I follow the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Circular A-4 

which provides guidelines to federal regulatory agencies performing  regulatory impact analysis. 

Following Circular A-4 means that I include a range of estimates to account for uncertainty, 

discount future costs, and focus on benefits and costs that accrue to U.S. citizens and residents. 

(OMB 2003) Per Circular A-4, I acknowledge the benefits and costs that accrue to foreigners but 

will state these benefits and costs separately from those that accrue to U.S. citizens and residents. 

Moreover, the costs and benefits that accrue to nonresidents will not be considered in the final 

analysis. All dollar values presented within, have been converted from their original values to 

2012 dollars using the implicit GDP deflator—see Table 1. Dollar Values Adjusted to 2012 Base 

Year.  

Structurally, this paper is similar to a regulatory impact analysis. The first section 

discusses the mechanisms and distributional effects of legal permanent residents’ economic and 

fiscal costs, as well as benefits, for U.S. citizens and residents. The second section discusses 

NAS’s net fiscal impact study before creating a baseline opportunity cost estimate of an 

additional wave of immigrants. This process requires aggregating and monetizing the costs and 

benefits of an additional wave of immigrants to create a net present value by education and age 

subcategories—the intangible benefits of immigrants will be discussed when appropriate. The 

third section discusses the potential gains of an auction and tariff system before concluding. 

 

 
2 The term “U.S. citizens and existing residents” will be used interchangeably with natives and U.S. citizens and 
residents.   
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II. Distributional Effects & Mechanisms 

A. Immigrants’ Effect on Income & Employment for U.S. Natives and Immigrants  

Immigrants’ effect on U.S. natives' wages depends on their level of complementarity and 

substitutability. These factors depend on the human and social capital of immigrants as well as 

the human and social capital of U.S. residents. The greater the difference between native skill 

sets and immigrant skill sets, the more opportunity for economic gains there are for natives. On 

some margins, immigrants are complementary to the U.S. workforce because, given their 

proportion of the labor force, immigrants tend to be overrepresented in the extremes of 

educational distribution—i.e. those without high school degrees and those with Ph.D. degrees 

(CEA 2007). The degree of substitutability and complementarity, however, likely varies from 

sector to sector. When immigrants are imperfect (perfect) substitutes for U.S. workers, 

immigrants’ negative effect on U.S. workers’ wages is less (more) impactful. 

Estimates of the immigration surplus, i.e. the increase in GDP that accrues to natives as a 

result of immigration, range from 0.1 ($18.1 billion based on GDP in 2017) and 0.3 ($54.2 

billion based on GDP in 2017) percent of U.S. GDP (Orrenius and Zavodny 2010).3 Those who 

economically benefit from immigration are capital owners, consumers of immigrant services, 

and U.S. workers who don’t directly compete with immigrants. The primary injured parties are 

U.S. workers that compete with immigrants and U.S. residents who do not own capital. 

Immigration generates economic benefits because capital owners receive higher returns on 

capital, consumers acquire lower cost goods/services due to reduced labor costs, and the 

expansion of the market allows native workers to specialize increasing productivity. 

 
3When NAS calculates the immigration surplus, they find that the "current stock of immigrants lowered wages by 5.2 
percent and generated an immigration surplus of 54.2 billion dollars." Borjas (2016) notes, in his National Review 
piece, that NAS’s calculations represent a wealth transfer of about $500 billion from workers to firms. 
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Estimates of immigration’s effect on native-low-skilled workers’ wages tend to be 

negative in the short run reducing them between 0.7 and 8.2 percent depending on the particular 

study (Leeson and Gochenour 2015). In the long run, the effect of immigration on low-skilled 

native workers' wages ranges from reductions of up to 4.2 percent to increases of 1.7 percent 

(Ibid.). When Borjas and Katz examined the impact of immigration from Mexico between 1980 

and 2000, they found that the predicted change in the weekly wage of all native workers was -3.4 

percent in the short run—when capital is fixed—and 0 percent in the long run—when capital is 

assumed to be perfectly elastic (Borjas and Katz 2007). When studies focus on tightly defined 

groups, such as workers with doctorates, they also find that high-skilled immigration can have an 

adverse effect on native wages as well as productivity (NAS 2017, 268). Similarly, studies on 

native employment vary. Some employment studies find that immigrants reduce low-skilled 

workers employment in cities subject to high levels of immigration from 1 to 3 percent while 

others find that immigration has no discernable effect on native employment (Card 2001; Leeson 

and Gochenour 2015). 

Borjas states that U.S. workers would perform jobs held by immigrants if the job’s wage 

rate increased (Borjas 1999). This is often interpreted to mean that in the counterfactual world 

where the U.S. federal government reduced the flow of immigrants; there would be a 

corresponding increase in native employment. While an increase in the wage rate caused by a 

supply shock would increase the attractiveness of a job, the viability of a wage increase is a 

function of a business’s production costs and the relative benefits of substituting from labor to 

capital. Powell illustrates that when businesses face labor shortages, as Arizona-lettuce farmers 

were in 2014, they sometimes determine that it is more profitable to allow their crops to rot than 

hire additional laborers at higher wages (Powell 2010). Businesses’ reactions to minimum wage 
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laws, which have caused businesses to substituted capital for labor—e.g. self-checkout 

machines—or outsourced their production, also suggest that stemming the flow of labor will 

have a muted effect on native employment.  

 Clemens estimates that the economic gains from removing all barriers to labor mobility 

are 50-150 percent of world GDP (Clemens 2011). After controlling for observable traits as well 

as self-selection, Clemens et al. find that migrating to the United States can increase an 

immigrant’s wage by up to a factor of 7.8 when performing the same job as they did abroad 

(Clemens et al. 2009). Clemens et al.’s research suggests that the wage difference between 

immigrants in the United States and less developed countries seem to be based on the U.S. 

economy's ability to better utilize a worker's labor rather than differences in an immigrant’s 

characteristics. The higher incomes immigrants earn as a result of migration also benefits their 

families abroad. In 2016, U.S. migrants remitted over 130 billion in 2012 dollars (Pew 2018). 

Immigrants capture the majority of welfare gains from immigration (Pritchett 2006) but, 

following Circular A-4, this study will only consider the benefits captured by U.S. natives and 

residents in its final analysis. 

B. Immigrants’ Fiscal Impact on Government Budgets: Impacts for U.S. Natives and 

Immigrants 

In 1997, the National Research Council (NRC) authored The New Americans: Economic, 

Demographic, And Fiscal Effects of Immigration. NRC’s study remains one of the most 

comprehensive examinations on the fiscal effects of immigrants. Within their report, the NRC 

reviewed two cross-sectional static, partial-equilibrium, examinations of the annual fiscal 

incidence of immigrant-headed households on the fiscal budgets of California and New Jersey, in 

the early 1990s, at both the state, local, and federal levels of government.  
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In California, the average fiscal burden of a foreign-born household—defined as total 

revenues minus total expenditures—was $1,136 on the local government and $3,597 on the state 

government ($2012) (NRC 1997, 281). In New Jersey, the average fiscal burden of a foreign-

born household was $1,260 on the local government and $768 on the state government ($2012) 

(Ibid., 276). NRC concluded that immigrants were fiscal burdens on state and local governments 

because immigrants—relative to natives—tend to have more school-aged children, have less 

wealth causing immigrants to receive more government transfers, and have lower incomes thus 

paying less in taxes (Ibid., 293). At the federal level, the net annual fiscal impact of an 

immigrant-headed household per native-headed household was $5 in California and $4 in New 

Jersey ($2012) (Ibid., 284). The positive net annual fiscal impact means that immigrant-headed 

households, in California and New Jersey, contributed more in taxes to the federal government 

than they used in benefits.  

When NRC extrapolated the net annual fiscal impact of immigrant-headed households 

across the United States using California’s and New Jersey’s budget, they found that aggregate 

net annual fiscal impact immigrant-headed households imposed on native households, in 1994-

95, would have been between -$20 and -$28 billion ($2012) (Ibid., 284). In 2016, NAS reviewed 

the literature on the fiscal impact of immigrants and performed their own calculations that 

reaffirmed the results of the NRC examined studies and suggested that immigrants have a 

positive net fiscal impact at the federal level but impose a net fiscal burden at the state and local 

level (NAS 2017, 358). These findings suggests that immigrants to the United States impose a 

fiscal cost in the billions of dollars on U.S. citizens and residents on an annual basis. 
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 The fiscal benefits that accrue to immigrants are roughly proportional to the fiscal costs 

they impose on the U.S. taxpayers. Based on the net annual fiscal impact studies and the NRC’s 

rough calculations, the NRC estimated that in 1994-1995, immigrants, nationally, received 

approximately $20 to $28 billion in government aid that immigrants did not offset with their tax 

contributions. Per Circular A-4, the fiscal burden that immigrants imposed on natives, in 1994-

1995, is a transfer that redistributed wealth as opposed to reducing the total amount of societal 

resources. If new immigrants, however, are expected to impose a fiscal burden on natives a  

regulatory impact analysis, like the one being performed by this study, should treat immigrants’ 

expected fiscal burden as a cost rather than a transfer as new immigrants are not yet citizens or 

residents of the United States. 

III. Baseline Construction 

In 2016, NAS published The Economic and Fiscal Consequences of Immigration updating 

NRC’s 1997 study. Both the 1997 and 2016 studies, included discussions of the fiscal 

consequences of immigrants using static and dynamic accounting models. While static models 

adequately capture the fiscal impact of immigrants within one year, they do not hold in the long 

run because government policies may change and, even without policy changes, immigrant 

households who pose a net fiscal cost in static accounting studies, may become a net fiscal boon 

in the long run (NRC 1997, 10). For example, in a static model an immigrant, who has school-

aged children, maybe a net fiscal burden while their children are utilizing public educational 

services but then become a net fiscal boon when their children join the labor force. Thus for 

long-run analysis, dynamic models are superior to static models as dynamic models capture 

future costs and benefits that static models ignore.  
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NAS’s dynamic models assume a new immigrant pays taxes and receives benefits the 

same way overtime. NAS’s model does not account for economic or policy responses caused by 

new immigrants or macroeconomic variables such as tax rate changes or debt. To create their 

predictions regarding the net fiscal impact of an additional immigrant and their descendants to 

the government, NAS examines the discounted net fiscal impacts of immigrants and their 

descendants—up to five generations—over a 75-year projection window, from when immigrants 

arrive in the United States in 2012 to when NAS’s study ends in 2087. NAS does not attribute 

interest payments on past debt to newly arrived immigrants. However, NAS does include the cost 

of public goods in the cost column of newly arrived immigrants.  

For elements of their model that require predictions—such as an immigrant’s children 

predicted education level, mortality rates, survival rates, and migration rate—NAS uses historical 

data and statistical estimates. NAS makes assumptions regarding an immigrant’s marginal cost 

on public goods, rates of government spending, and GDP growth rates. NAS calculates an 

immigrant’s net fiscal NPV, in part, by assigning immigrants characteristics reflecting those of 

recent arrivals, such as education level and age, then observing the net tax contributions and 

other effects of the immigrant and their descendants based on three different fiscal forecasts.  

NAS’s first fiscal forecast relies on the Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) Long-

Term Budget Outlook. Under this setup, NAS assumes that the federal government makes no 

legislative changes that the federal government will pay entitlements at the expected levels, and 

that legislation slated to expire will. This forecast predicts that the U.S. federal government’s 

debt-to-GDP ratio reaches 100 percent by 2036 and 219 percent by 2087 (NAS 2017, 438). 

NAS's next forecast uses the CBO’s Long-Term Budget Outlook with Deficit Reduction which 

assumes that tax increases will reduce the projected deficit of the CBO Long-Term Budget 
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Outlook by $3 trillion from 2015 to 2035. The final NAS forecast is the No Budget Adjustments 

scenario. This final forecast excludes scheduled legislative adjustments and assumes that 

spending and taxes will increase at the same rate as the productivity growth rate. Under this 

baseline, the U.S. government reaches the highest debt level NAS models.  

The most optimistic NAS Model uses the CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook with Deficit 

Reduction fiscal forecast and excludes the cost of public goods from an immigrant’s net fiscal 

impact under the assumption that an additional immigrant does not require additional spending 

on public goods. With this fiscal forecast and public good assumption, NAS predicts that the 

average immigrant4 presents a positive fiscal balance flow to all levels, when consolidated, of 

government—local, state, and federal—with an NPV $279,000. Under the same fiscal forecast 

but with the assumption that additional immigrant requires additional spending on public goods, 

the NPV of an average immigrant to all levels of government is reduced to $195,000. The 

reduction in an immigrants’ expected fiscal impact between these two models is wholly 

attributable to assumptions regarding the provisions of public goods.  

While Circular A-4 recommends using a 3 percent discount rate—the rate that society 

discounts future consumption—and a 7 percent discount rate—the average rate of return on 

capital—for regulatory impact analysis, NAS’ study only uses a 3 percent discount rate. Lower 

discount rates weight immigrants’ near-term and future contributions more equally relative to 

higher discount rates. Had NAS used a higher discount rate, as the NRC did in their 1996 study, 

the NPV of immigrants would be reduced. Moreover, relative to static models that rely on fewer 

assumptions and simply account for past net fiscal impacts, dynamic models introduce additional 

uncertainty because they attempt to predict future benefits and cost. To account for the 

 
4 NAS defines an average immigrant as “a weighted average of flows based on the distribution of age and education 
either of recent arrivals or of all current first-generation immigrants.”   
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underlying uncertainty of dynamic models, the potential bias of a 3 percent discount rate, as well 

as the unlikelihood that Congress will reduce the deficit, I use NAS's most conservative fiscal 

estimate—No Budget Adjustment—and middling—CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook—fiscal 

estimate that include the cost of public goods in an immigrant’s net fiscal balance calculation.5  

Under NAS’s conservative models and fiscal forecasts, the NPV of an average immigrant 

on all levels of government ranges from a negative fiscal balance flow of $36 thousand (No 

Budget Adjustment) to a positive fiscal balance flow of $173 thousand (CBO Long-Term Budget 

Outlook). The most fiscally burdensome immigrant, those arriving between 25-64 years old 

without a high school degree, have net negative fiscal flows between -$322 and -$254 thousand, 

in NPV terms, depending on the fiscal forecast used—see Table 2. NAS Estimates: 75-year 

Present Value Flows for Consolidated Federal, State, and Local Governments for Three Future 

Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of Immigrant Arrival in the United States (In 1000s of 

$2012).Error! Reference source not found.6 I will use the two NAS models, discussed in this 

paragraph, for the construction of my baseline as these models seem to best capture the possible 

net fiscal costs and benefits provided by immigrants and their descendants given likely fiscal 

forecasts. 

A.  Determination of a Marginal Wave of Legal Permanent Residents: Education and Age 

Characteristics 

While NAS provides a net fiscal impact estimate of an immigrant within each education 

and age subgroup, they do not estimate the total cost of each educational and age subgroup based 

 
5 While it seems unlikely that an additional immigrant would necessitate additional spending on public goods, it seems 
likely that an additional immigrant will generate the political justification for additional spending on public goods.  
6 For comparative purposes, NAS juxtaposes the net fiscal impact of an average immigrant arriving at age 25 to the 
net fiscal impact of a native-born individual after the age of 25—thereby eliminating educational costs—and finds 
that natives and immigrants have roughly the same net fiscal impact.  
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on the number of recent arrivals of that type. Nor does NAS estimate the total cost of one year’s 

worth of immigration. To construct an estimate of the fiscal cost of one wave of immigrants and 

their descendants, I build educational-age estimates using the annual average number of legal 

permanent residents between FY 2011-2013 and age characteristics, reported by the Department 

of Homeland Security (DHS), as well as NAS’s predicted immigrant educational attainment 

levels. After estimating these subcategories, I multiply the predicted number of legal permanent 

residents in each subgroup by NAS’s educational-age subcategory fiscal predictions. These 

calculations begin to translate NAS’s fiscal projections into the baseline I use. 

Using DHS reports from FYs 2011-2013,7 the average number of persons obtaining legal 

permanent resident status annually was 855,538—see Table 3. Average Number of Persons 

(Both New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status) Obtaining Legal Permanent Resident Status By 

Age Fiscal Years 2011-2013. Within the total number of those receiving legal permanent 

resident status, the average number of new arrivals was about 471,889— see Table 4. Persons 

(New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status) Obtaining Legal Permanent Resident Status by Type 

and Major Class: FY 2011-2013. These DHS figures include immigrants obtaining legal 

permanent resident status under the following categories: immediate relatives of U.S. citizens, 

family-sponsored, employment-based, and diversity visas. These DHS figures do not include 

illegal immigrants, refugees, or asylees.8 Based on the average number of legal permanent 

residents—in the selected admission categories—between FY 2011 and 2013, the first generation 

population used in this study is 855,538.  

 
7 FY 2011-2013 is roughly the same period in which NAS makes their judgments regarding the characteristics of 
newly arrived immigrants. However, NAS demographic estimates include both illegal and legal immigrants.  
8 I decided not to include refugees and asylees because their admission criteria are designed to achieve policy priorities 
that are not aimed to generate economic benefits but achieve social goals. 
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NAS estimates the age of new arrivals by using the characteristics of new arrivals five 

years before their study—this includes both illegal and legal immigrants. DHS provides age 

estimates based on all legal permanent residents obtaining status in particular year as opposed to 

just recently arrived legal permanent residents. Despite these differences in timeframes and 

immigration population, NAS and DHS age predictions were comparable—see Table 5. Age 

Distributions: NAS Estimates "New Arrivals" Compared to DHS Estimates "New Arrivals & 

Adjustments of Status” FY 2011-2013. I use DHS’s age estimates, which predict a slightly older 

legal permanent resident population than NAS, because I focus on legal permanent residents. 

Using DHS’s reports allows me to group each legal permanent resident in the following age 

categories: 271,606 between 0 and 24, 536,831 between 25 and 64, and 47,101 who were 65 or 

older. 

 To generate the predicted cost of each subgroup, it is necessary to gather the expected 

level of educational attainment of immigrants and their children. For new immigrants arriving 

after age 25, NAS assumes an immigrant’s educational level at arrival is their maximum 

educational level. Under this assumption, NAS estimates that 21.2 percent of newly arrived 

immigrants, 25 and older, have less than a high school degree; 23.2 percent have high school 

degree; 14.2 percent have some college; 25.2 percent have a BA; and 16.2 percent have greater 

than a BA (NAS 2017, 415).9 NAS’s educational estimates are comparable to Pew Research 

Center 2013 educational estimates—see Table 6. Estimates of Educational Attainment of Recent 

Arrivals by Age Category (Pew 2015, 42). Using the number of individuals predicted to be 25 

years old or older (583,932) upon arrival, we can apply NAS’s educational distribution to find 

that roughly 123,793 legal permanent residents had less than high school degrees, 135,473 had 

 
9 NAS’s educational estimates sum to .99, this study averaged the remaining .01 over the five educational subclasses. 
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high school degrees; 82,918 had some college; 147,151 had a BA; and 94,597 had greater than a 

BA.10 

For immigrants arriving younger than 25, NAS provides educational estimates of 

immigrants between the age of 20-30 who arrived in the United States shortly before NAS’s 

study. NAS also provides educational attainment projections for the native children of foreign-

born parents. I use both of NAS’s predictions to estimate the educational attainment levels of the 

first-generation who arrived between the ages of 0 to 24. I assume that those arriving between 

the ages of 0 to 9 have similar educational attainment levels as native children of foreign-born 

parents. Those who arrived between the ages of 10 to 24 are assumed to have similar educational 

attainment levels of immigrants that arrived in the U.S. between the age of 20-30. Using these 

two educational attainment levels, the number of immigrants arriving between the ages of 0 and 

24 have the following education levels: 45,354 did not finish high school; 48,202 had high 

school degrees; 65,251 had some college; 76,770 had BAs; and 36,029 had higher than BAs. For 

a full breakdown of age and educational levels see Table 7. All Legal Permanent Residents by 

Predicted Educational & Age Categories. 

By multiplying the number of legal permanent residents in each education-age subgroup 

with NAS’s predicted NPV of each educational-age subcategory I can estimate the total NPV of 

these immigrants—Table 8. 855,538 Legal Permanent Residents and Their Descendants 

Predicted 75-year Present Value Flows for Consolidated Federal, State, and Local Governments 

for Three Future Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of Immigrant Arrival in the United States 

(In 1000s of $2012). Under the No Budget Adjustment and CBO Long-Term Outlook fiscal 

scenarios, 855,538 legal permanent residents and their descendants, when aggregated, present a 

 
10 This calculation method may understate the educational attainment of LPRs if illegal immigrants are less educated 
than LPRs. 
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net fiscal balance flow to all levels of government—local, state, and federal—between negative 

$24 billion to positive $155 billion in NPV terms. 

The lowest predicted NPV age-and-educational subcategory—those arriving between 

ages 25-64 with less than a high school degree—is between -$36 billion and -$29 billion 

depending on the fiscal forecast. These aggregate fiscal estimates reveal three insights: 1) those 

arriving at ages 0-24 who obtain a BA as well as those who arrive between the ages of 25-64 

with a BA or greater have positive net fiscal impacts in all models, 2) the predicted net fiscal 

impact of legal permanent residents is mainly dependent on the U.S. government’s budgetary 

decisions, and 3) using NAS’s most pessimistic fiscal predictions, the net fiscal impact of 

855,538 legal permanent residents and their descendants over 75 years is less than .6 percent of 

the U.S.’s $4.173 trillion FY 18 federal budget. 

IV. Additional Costs & Benefits 

The following sections introduce five additional sources of costs and benefits that may arise from 

a marginal wave of immigrants including economic benefits, terrorism costs, effect on public 

health, their impact on crime, and their effect on the environment. After reviewing these issues 

and translating the cost/benefits into monetary NPV calculations, they will be added to NAS’s 

fiscal projections to create a baseline that approximates the opportunity cost of legal permanent 

residents and their descendants against a no-additional-wave counterfactual. For the following 

analyses, I consider the costs and benefits of the initial wave of legal permanent residents and 

two generations over a 75-year window. I estimate the population of immigrant descendants by 

using NAS’s fertility rate assumptions. For the first generation, NAS estimated that the fertility 

was 2.3 for those under age 50 and 0 for those over age 50. For the second generation, NAS 
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estimated the fertility was 2. I also use NAS's cumulative probability of emigration rate (.24) 

after ten years.  

Using the expected total number of legal permanent residents (855,538), the fertility rate 

of first-generation immigrants (2.3), and NAS’s ten-year emigration rate (.24)—the second-

generation population is predicted to be 509,613. This figure was calculated as follows: the total 

number of legal permanent residents (855,538) multiplied by the fraction of female legal 

permanent residents (.545),11 the fraction of legal permanent residents predicted to remain in the 

United States after ten years (.76), times the fertility rate (2.3). The third-generation population 

(496,364) was calculated by multiplying the total number of second-generation immigrants 

(509,613) times the fraction of second-generation immigrants assumed to be female (.487) times 

the fertility rate (2)—Table 9. First, Second, and Third-Generation Population Estimates & 

Assumptions.  

The majority, 67 percent, of births from foreign-born mothers occur between the ages of 

20 to 34 while 30 percent occur after age 35 (Livingston 2016). Because of these birth patterns, 

as well as the range of immigrant’s ages contained in the first-generation population and 

simplicity—all births and the creation of the second-generation population occurs at year 20 of 

this study. This study then assumes that 27 years later, i.e. the average age of the prime child-

bearing age of natives, that all second-generation immigrants give birth to the third generation. 

For a breakdown regarding assumptions of the first, second, and third-generation lifecycles in 

terms of births, entry into the labor force, and deaths—see Table 10. Life Cycle Events of First, 

Second, and Third Generation. 

 
11 The ratio of females to males is derived from DHS’s gender breakdown for all LPRs both New Arrivals and 
Adjustments of Status between FY 2011-2013. 
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A. Economic Contributions 

The portion of an immigrants’ economic contribution that accrue to U.S. citizens and residents is 

called the immigration surplus. It is possible to estimate the size of the immigration surplus, as 

Borjas does, from an aggregate production function with constant returns to scale, where output 

(Q) is determined by capital (K) and labor (L) (Borjas 1995, 3–6). In his model, the workforce 

(L) equals the total number of native (N) workers and immigrant (M) workers. He assumes that 

natives own all capital, that native and immigrant workers are perfect substitutes, the supplies of 

capital and labor are inelastic, output is distributed to either capital or labor, and that factors 

receive returns equal to their marginal product. 

 Borjas then subjects this modeled economy to a labor supply shock caused by the entry of 

immigrants. The introduction of immigrants causes the market wage to fall but increases total 

output because the market wage is set equal to the productivity of the last immigrant hired. In 

this model, it is because the demand curve for labor is not perfectly elastic that immigration 

creates economic benefits for natives. As discussed in the economics section above, the 

introduction of immigrants reduces the market wages while increasing the rent rate of capital. 

Borjas determines the size of immigrant surplus with the following formula: ∆𝑸𝒏
𝑸
=

− 𝟏
𝟐
𝒔𝒆𝒎𝟐 where Q is output; s is the labor's share of national income; e is the elasticity of factor 

price of labor; and m is the fraction of the workforce that is foreign-born. From this, he calculates 

that the immigration surplus is about .1 percent, after specifying that the labor share of income 

(s) is roughly 70 percent and that the elasticity of factor price of labor is -0.3 based on a 1993 

survey, and that the share of immigrants in the workforce is about 10 percent. Borjas’s model 

also found that when an immigration surplus of 0.1 percent is created it transfers wealth that 
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represents a loss of about 1.9 percent of GDP for native labor and a gain of about 2.0 percent of 

GDP for native capital (Borjas 1995, 7). 

When NAS calculated the immigration surplus, it found that the immigration surplus was 

roughly 0.3 percent of GDP and that the current stock of immigrants lowered wages by about 5.2 

percent. While other parameters—such as substitutability—may vary in NAS’s model, to 

replicate a 0.3 percent immigration surplus in Borja’s simple model requires using an elasticity 

of labor of about -0.86.12 This higher elasticity means that immigrants will both generate more of 

an immigration surplus and have a larger effect of native wages.  

 I calculate the immigration surplus of one wave of immigrants using Borjas’ model and 

creates a range of estimates accounting for Borjas 0.1 percent and NAS’s 0.3 percent 

immigration surplus. It treats each generation of immigrants as a shock to the labor supply that 

occurs in year 1 (2017), year 40 (2056), and year 67 (2083) of this study. I assume that in the 

short run, the stock of capital and labor relatively inelastic but that that investments return 

capital-and-labor ratios to pre-shock ratios decreasing the negative wage effect, and thus the 

immigration surplus, at a rate of 25 percent a year. After five years as capital to labor ratios are 

quickly restored, immigrants no longer create an immigration surplus nor adversely affect wages 

though they continue to contribute to GDP (NRC 1997, 175).  

In 2017, the labor force participation rate of the foreign born was 66 percent. Their 

participation rate combined with the entry of 855,538 immigrants into the U.S. represents 

roughly .35 percent of the labor force in 2017 (160 million). Assuming that GDP grows at its 

historical rate of 3.2 percent annually and using a 3 percent discount rate, then the average NPV 

of the immigration surplus created by the first-generation immigrants will be $118.6 million. 

 
12 𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑠 = ∆#!

#
= − $

%
𝑠𝑒𝑚% = .003 = − $

%
(. 7)(𝑒)(. 1)%; 	𝑒 = −.86 
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Presuming that second-generation immigrants enter the labor force 20 years after their born—

2056—and applying the labor force rate for those between 25–54 working years which is 

projected to be 80.9 percent in 2056 (Toossi 2016).13 They will represent .23 percent of the 2056 

labor force and their average estimated economic surplus would be $53.3 million. Performing 

this exercise for the third generation, using the projected labor force and participation rates for 

2060 suggests that third-generation’s discounted immigration surplus created, in 2083, would be 

$47.7 million.  

In total, the immigration surplus created by one wave of legal permanent residents and 

their descendants is roughly $220 million in NPV terms—see Table 11. Immigration Surplus by 

Generation. These findings are similar to NAS’s which found that the immigration surplus 

created by flows of immigrants are more or less undetectable in aggregate level GDP data (NAS 

2017, 283). While the immigration surplus created by the flow immigrants is relatively small, 

NAS, citing Borjas, finds that the overall economic contributions of the stock of U.S. immigrants 

may have increased U.S. GDP, in 2012, by roughly $1.6 trillion (NAS 2017, 308). Clemens, 

whose research is discussed above, suggests that immigrants are more productive in more 

developed economies and contribute significantly more to world GDP than if they remained at 

their origin countries. And given that output is a function of capital, labor, and technology; in the 

absence of immigration—all else equal—theory suggests that GDP grows at a slower rate.  

Several studies suggest that immigrants may play in outsized role in the U.S. economy 

given various intangible benefits. For example, a 2011 report discovered that immigrants and 

their children founded 40 percent of 2010 Fortune 500 companies and that 20 percent of the 

 
13 Given the simplistic manner in which I calculate birth years, it makes sense to apply the labor force participation 
rate for individuals between the ages of 25-64 rather than the ages of individuals between 16-24 as doing so would 
significantly understate the expected employment rate of the second generation.  
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Fortune 500 companies established between 1985 and 2010 had immigrant founders (The 

Partnership for a New American Economy 2011, 2). In 2008, Fairle found that immigrants are 

roughly 30 percent more likely to start a business than natives (Fairlie 2008). More recently the 

Kauffman Foundation found that immigrant’s rate of new entrepreneurs is .53 percent, which is 

.24 percentage point higher than natives’ rate of new entrepreneurs (.29 percent) (Fairlie et al. 

2017). 

Similarly, studies indicate that immigrants contribute to technological development and 

therefore economic growth. Akcigit et al. examined immigrant inventors between 1940 and 

2000, and found that the sectors with a larger share of immigrant inventors generated more 

patents as well as citations; and that immigrant inventors, over the period examined, were more 

productive but paid less than native-born inventors (Akcigit et al. 2017). Hunt and Gauthier-

Loiselle, found that skilled immigrants patent at a faster rate than natives and may generate 

positive spill-overs (Hunt and Gauthier-Loisselle 2009). A review of Nobel Prizes awarded to 

Americans in the fields of Chemistry, Medicine, and Physics between 2001-2017, found that 33 

of the 85 Nobel prize awarded to Americans were immigrants (National Foundation for 

American Policy 2017). 

These findings, regarding innovation and entrepreneurship, suggest that immigrants may 

contribute to the U.S. economy through mechanisms that are not attributable to them through a 

review of GDP statistics. So while this study assigns a wave of immigrants and their descendants 

an economic benefit of $220 million in NPV terms because the immigration surplus, their effect 

on GDP is likely larger. To reiterate, this study finds that immigrant's economic contribution is 

likely understated, as immigrants seem to contribute to the economy in intangible ways that 

cannot be easily quantified in terms of GDP. 
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B. Terrorism Costs 

In 2016, Nowrasteh calculated the number of foreign-born terrorists and fatalities caused by each 

immigrant visa category. He found that between 1975 to the end of 2015, 154 foreign-born 

terrorists killed 3,024 people in the United States (Nowrasteh 2016). Of those 154 foreign-born 

terrorists, 54 were legal permanent residents who, in total, committed eight murders (Ibid., 2). 

Another database maintained by New America (Bergen et al. n.d.) tracks terrorist attacks starting 

in 2001 and continuing to the present. The New America database includes information 

regarding the terrorist’s immigration status as well as the number of individuals killed/injured in 

each terrorist act. Using these two sources, I attempt to quantify the costs of legal permanent 

residents, i.e. first-generation immigrants that did not enter as asylees or refugees, using the 

terrorist attacks committed on U.S. soil by those with legal permanent resident status between 

2001 and the end of 2017.  

To calculate the aforementioned rate, I compare the terrorists listed in Nowrasteh’s study 

to those in the New America database to generate a comprehensive list that includes all 

successful attacks performed on U.S soil that resulted in either an injury or fatality—terrorists. 

After removing immigrants that arrived as refugees/asylees or committed attacks overseas,14 I 

identify six successful terrorists with legal permanent resident status between 2001-2017. These 

six successful legal permanent resident terrorists killed 44.515 and wounded 20 individuals—see 

Table 12. Successful First-Generation Terrorists with Legal Permanent Resident Status whose 

Attacks were Committed on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017. Between 2001 and 2017, the U.S. federal 

government issued roughly 18 million green cards making the percent of successful terrorists in 

 
14 Ahman Khan Rahami and the Tsarnaev brothers were not included in this calculation as they entered the United 
States as asylees, i.e. admission classes outside of this analysis. 
15 Successful LPR terrorists killed 44.5 people because Tashfeen Mailk's was assigned half of the deaths and injuries 
caused in the San Bernardino Shooting the remainder was assigned to her husband. 
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the legal permanent resident population roughly 0.00003 percent. Each successful legal 

permanent resident terrorist over this period, killed, on average, 3.33 and wounded 7.4 people. 

Using the percent of successful terrorists in the legal permanent resident population (0.00003 

percent), the expected number of successful legal permanent resident terrorists in the first-

generation population is roughly 0.29. 

Applying the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) value of statistical life ($6.7 

million in $2012) (Bosworth et al. 2017, 19) to the expected number of murders/wounds and 

assuming that all individuals wounded were severely wounded, as defined on the abbreviated 

injury scale (AIS),16 allows us to calculate the predict terrorism cost of the first-generation flow 

of immigrants at about $10 million (DOT 2013, 10).17 To account for ancillary costs such as the 

U.S. government’s response, medical services, and property damage, the predicted terrorism cost 

is increased by an order of magnitude to $101 million. 

Discerning the immigrant status of a second-generation terrorist is more difficult than for 

the first-generation because second-generation terrorists are U.S. citizens. Throughout my 

research, no sources provided information regarding the heritage of terrorists except for the New 

America's database. In the New America’s database, the authors catalog each terrorist attacks 

performed by citizen status and ideological motivation—e.g. Jihadist, Far Right Wing, and Black 

Separatist/Nationalist/ Supremacist. While the authors catalog a terrorist's citizen status they, do 

not always identify if a terrorist was a second-generation immigrant. They sometimes mention a 

terrorist's heritage or background and almost always provide links to news articles discussing the 

terrorist in their database. 

 
16 The abbreviated injury scale ranks injuries from AIS level 1 to 6 where AIS 1 is considered Minor and AIS 6 is 
considered fatality. On this scale, a severe injury is considered an AIS 4 and is valued at .266 as of a statistical life. 
17 These calculations were performed assuming that all successful terrorist attacks by LPRs occur upon arrival. 
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I attempt to identify successful second-generation terrorists whose attack was performed 

on U.S. soil between 2001-2017 using the New America database as follows. First, all terrorist 

attacks mentioned in Nowrasteh's study were removed as these attacks were committed by 

individuals on non-immigration visas and those on green cards were already accounted for in my 

first calculation. Second, terrorist attacks that occurred in 2018, that happened overseas, that 

were prevented, or that did not result in injuries or fatalities were removed from the sample. This 

process removed 197 terrorist incidents and left 60 successful terrorist attacks that were 

performed on U.S. soil between 2001-2017. 

I attempt to identify second-generation immigrants by searching for key terms in news 

articles about the attack. The key terms used were: second, generation, illegal, immigrant, legal, 

parent, mother, father, visa, citizen, foreign, born. If the news source did not mention that a 

successful terrorist was a second-generation immigrant or their parent was foreign-born, these 

terrorists were removed from potential successful second-generation terrorists. If the news source 

did mention that a successful terrorist was a second-generation immigrant or that their parent was 

foreign-born they were marked as confirmed and a link to the news source was provided. This 

process identified six successful terrorist attacks performed by confirmed second-generation 

immigrants on U.S. soil between 2001 and 2017, as shown in Table 13. Successful Confirmed 

Second-Generation Terrorists whose Attacks were Committed on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017. 

 These six confirmed second-generation terrorists wounded 103.5 and killed 70 

individuals between 2001 and 2017. Estimating the rates of successful terrorists across the entire 

second-generation population in 2013 (11.7 million) would significantly overstate the pool of 

potential terrorists between 2001-2017, so to more appropriately approximate the terrorist rate, 

the existing U.S. second-generation population was narrowed to existing U.S. second-generation 
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immigrants between the ages of 18 and 44 in 2013 (3.8 million). Dividing the number of 

successful confirmed second-generation terrorists by the number of second-generation 

immigrants between the ages of 18 and 44 in the U.S. population, produces a successful 

confirmed second-generation terrorism rate of 0.000159 percent. Each second-generation 

terrorist over this period, killed, on average, 11.7 and wounded 11.7 people. The expected 

number of successful terrorists in the second-generation immigrant population is roughly 0.81, 

based on the above calculations. Applying the same assumptions, allows us to predict the 

terrorism cost of second-generation immigrants to be about $80.1 million before discounting.  

To account for ancillary costs—such as the government’s response, medical services, and 

property damage—the predicted terrorism cost is, again, increased by an order of magnitude to 

arrive at a total predict terrorism cost of $801 million for second-generation immigrants. Under 

the assumption that second-generation immigrants will commit their terrorist acts 26 years after 

they are born, the median age of terrorists (Bergen et al. n.d.), and 20 years after the first-

generations arrival, the predict discounted cost of second-generation terrorism is $226 million.  

While data on second-generation terrorists are sparse, data on third-generation are 

nonexistent. According to former Central Intelligence Director Michael Hayden, it is unlikely 

that third-generation immigrants commit terrorism at as high as or higher rate than second-

generation terrorists (Barone 2017). Faced with these data limitations, I attempt to proxy for 

third-generation immigrant’s terrorism costs by using the remaining terrorist attacks in the New 

America database that were not performed by immigrants or those that were confirmed second-

generation immigrants. 
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Thus the successful terrorism rate for third-generation immigrants was created by taking 

the remaining successful terrorists attacks18 performed on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017—see Table 14. 

Successful Terrorist Attacks by Terrorists believed to be, at least, Third-Generation U.S. Citizens 

on U.S. Soil, 2001-201—and dividing it by the non-first non-second-generation U.S. population 

(80 million) between the ages of 18 and 44 in 2013.19 This percentage (0.000054 percent) was 

then applied in the same manner as above to the number of predicted third-generation 

immigrants, adjusted for ancillary costs, and discounted assuming that third-generation terrorist 

attacks would occur in year 73 of this study. While this process is less than ideal, it gives us an 

estimate of successful third-generation terrorist attacks under the presumption that third-

generation behave similarly to natives in their terrorism patterns. Combining all three 

generations terrorism costs yields and expected NPV terrorism cost of roughly $331 million, as 

shown in Table 15. Terrorism, Assumptions & Predicted Terrorism Costs By Generation. 

C. Public Health Costs 

The Immigrant Nationality Act requires that immigrants and refugees receive overseas medical 

screenings. Panel physicians, under an agreement with U.S. embassy or consulates, perform 

these mandated screenings and check potential immigrants for communicable diseases of public 

health significance that make them inadmissible (Russell et al. 2017). Currently, diseases that 

render immigrants inadmissible include gonorrhea, infectious leprosy, infectious stage syphilis, 

active tuberculosis (TB), quarantinable diseases designated by Presidential Order (known as CBP 

 
18 This calculation differs from the previous calculations as it assumes that an attack was performed by one terrorist 
as opposed to multiple even though the search process attempted to confirm all terrorists' heritages.  
19 For this final calculation, one successful terrorist attack equaled one successful terrorist even if there were multiple 
terrorist participating. This assumption increases the deadliness of each terrorist but is proportionately offset by the 
removing of additional terrorist in the population.  
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2018);20 and diseases that the World Health Organization considers public health emergencies of 

international concern (CDC 2014).21 Before migrating, potential immigrants are also checked for 

mandatory immunizations, disqualifying physical as well as mental disorders, and drug 

addictions (Wassem 2014, 2). Despite these screenings, it is possible that legal immigrants 

transmit disease upon arrival to the United States as immigrants can arrive at the United States 

with admissible ailments.  

The health risks posed by prescreened legal permanent residents appear negligible 

relative to the health risks posed by the roughly 397 million passengers and pedestrians (USCIS 

2018)22 who entered the United States, in FY 2017, without overseas examinations (CDC 2014). 

These entrants—minus newly arrived immigrants and refugees—do not require medical 

examinations unless deemed necessary by a consular or admitting Customs and Border Patrol 

(CBP) inspector (Wassem 2014, 6). Instead, CBP inspectors, who are trained by CDC officials, 

attempt to visually examine travelers for symptoms of quarantinable and communicable diseases 

(ibid., 8). This imbalance between newly-arriving immigrants and non-immigrant entrants—in 

terms of volume and vigor of screening practices—suggests that the health risk legal permanent 

residents present are minor compared to non-immigrant entrants. This conclusion is supported by 

Markel and Stern who find that, historically, “the number of ‘diseased’ immigrants has always 

been negligible when compared with the number of newcomers admitted to this country (Markel 

and Stern 2002).”  

 
20 According to the CDC, quarantinable diseases designated by Presidential Order include cholera, diphtheria, 
infectious tuberculosis, plague, smallpox, yellow fever, viral hemorrhagic fevers, severe acute respiratory syndromes, 
and influenza caused by novel or re-emergent influenza (pandemic flu). 
21 According to the CDC, events reportable as a public health emergency of international concern include polio, 
smallpox, SARS, influenza, and other public health emergencies of international concern. 
22 These entrants include U.S. citizens and residents. 
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The relatively small risk posed by legal permanent residents compared to the universe of 

U.S. entrants does not mean that legal permanent residents’ medical costs to the U.S. public are 

zero. While there does not appear to be a significant epidemiological literature suggesting or 

quantifying the health risks or cost of immigrants (Carballo and Nerurkar 2001, 559), the CDC 

does encourage newly arrived immigrants, as well as refugees, to obtain a complete health 

assessment as new arrivals may have undiagnosed infectious diseases and untreated chronic 

health conditions (Russell et al., 2017). In theory, immigrants with undiagnosed infectious 

diseases and untreated chronic health conditions could impose costs on the U.S. public in two 

ways. The first is that undiagnosed infectious diseases could infect U.S. citizens and residents. 

The second is that untreated chronic health condition could make legal permanent residents 

costlier to treat and because some number of legal permanent residents will use public health 

programs, such as the ACA, they may raise insurance costs for U.S. taxpayers (Centers for 

Medicare & Medicaid Services n.d.). It is unclear, however, if the general health of the legal 

permanent resident population would be a boon for insurance markets thereby swamping the 

effect of legal permanent residents receiving treatment for undiagnosed ailments. Regardless, 

there does not seem to be evidence supporting the first possibility and the second possibility—

i.e. legal permanent residents’ use of the ACA—is accounted for in NAS's fiscal projections. 

For legal permanent residents that do not use publicly subsidized medical programs, the 

cost of non-communicable chronic diseases are largely internalized by legal permanent residents 

with chronic diseases. For legal permanent residents that have undiagnosed infectious diseases, 

there may be an externality imposed on U.S. citizens and resident but is unclear how many legal 

permanent residents arrive with these types of diseases and how serious and easily still 

admissible but infectious diseases are transmitted to the U.S. public. As mentioned above, I find 
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no data on the previous topic and no reason to think that prescreened legal permanent residents 

impose large medical costs. Thus given the lack of evidence suggesting that legal permanent 

residents impose large health costs and their relative risk compared to the total universe of U.S. 

entrants, I attribute no additional costs to legal permanent residents or their descendants based on 

health concerns. 

D. Crime 

Non-citizens commit a disproportionate number of federal crimes relative to their share of the 

U.S. population. For example, in FY 2017, the United States Sentencing Commission reported 

that they received information on 67,004 federal criminal cases and that 40.7 percent of federal 

offenders were non-citizens (USSC 2018, 1–3). The majority of federal crimes committed by 

non-citizens in FY 2017, however, were immigration violations (68.6 percent) while the second 

most common offense was drug trafficking (18.7 percent) (USSC 2018, 3). For the purposes of 

this study, which focuses on legal permanent residents, almost all immigration-related charges—

of which 81.5 percent were for illegal reentry—can be discarded because legal permanent 

residents cannot commit them. This adjustment, alone reduces the total number of legally present 

non-citizens charged with a federal crime in FY 2017 to 12.8 percent. 

The Department of Justice (DOJ) found that, as of December 30, 2017, “93 percent of 

confirmed aliens in DOJ custody were in the United States unlawfully (DOJ 2018).” Applying 

DOJ’s custody rate to the federal crime rate of non-citizens in FY 2017 suggests legal permanent 

residents—non-citizens in the U.S. legally—likely commit about 2.9 percent of federal crimes 

which is below the proportion of legal permanent residents in the U.S. population. It is possible 

that legal permanent residents systematically commit federal crimes with shorter prison stays 

than U.S. citizens and are therefore held for shorter periods by DOJ causing the number of legal 
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permanent residents in DOJ custody to be understated. Even accounting for the possibility of 

heterogeneous criminal activity it seems unlikely that legal permanent residents are exacerbating 

the federal crime rate given DOJ’s and the U.S. Sentencing Commission’s reports.  

Studies on immigrant criminality conclude that immigrants do not commit more crimes 

than non-immigrants (Adelman et al. 2017; MacDonald et al. 2013; Butcher and Piehl 1999). 

One study by Butcher and Piehl regressed the institutionalization rate for immigrants—using 

Census data from 1980, 1990, and 2000—and found that 18-40-year-old male immigrants had 

lower rates of institutionalization than natives. Their study also found that the institutionalization 

rates of immigrants decreased, relative to natives, the longer they are in the US and that 

deportation does not seem to drive this decline as naturalized citizens experienced a similar 

reduction in their rates of institutionalization (Butcher and Piehl, 2007). While their model 

predicted that immigrants’ institutionalization rates should be higher because of their age, 

education, race, and ethnicity characteristics, immigrants’ actual institutionalization rates were 

ten times lower than predicted. 

Similarly, Landgrave and Nowrasteh estimates on incarceration rates across both state 

and federal prisons by immigration status, found that relative to natives illegal immigrants are 44 

percent and legal immigrants are 69 percent less likely to be incarcerated (Landgrave and 

Nowrasteh 2018, 2). When Camarota and Vaughan of the Center for Immigration Studies 

reviewed the literature on immigration and crime in 2009, even they conclude that there is, at the 

very least, insufficient evidence to prove that immigrants commit crimes at different rates than 

natives (Camarota and Vaughan 2009, 25). 

Studies that examine the crime rates of second-generation immigrants in the United 

States find that second-generation crime rates increase relative to first-generation crime rates and 
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that second-generation immigrants commit crimes at a similar rate as the native population. 

Bersani's examination of first and second-generation immigrants offending trajectories finds that 

there is an uptick in various types of crime between first and second-generation immigrants. 

Relative to their native counterparts, Beransi finds that second-generation immigrants exhibit 

similar rates of crime (Bersani 2014). Bucerius summarizes the research on second-generation 

immigrants’ criminality similarly, finding that second-generation immigrants commit more crime 

than first-generation immigrants but less than or as much crime as natives (Bucerius 2011).  

I was unable to find evidence suggesting differential crime rates for third-generation 

immigrants. Given the literature on first and second-generation immigrants’ crime rates, 

however, I assign no further costs beyond the potential need for additional public services 

included in NAS’s fiscal accounting. Even here it is unclear if additional immigrants would pose 

a fiscal benefit or cost to natives as first-generation immigrants’ lower crime rates combined with 

their additional tax contributions may, arguably, lower the average cost of policing in their 

community. 

E. Environmental Impacts 

In 1995, a U.S. Commission on Immigration Reform found that there is little research on 

whether immigration status affects an individual's consumption and production levels (Kraly 

1995, 4). Though some newer research finds evidence suggesting that immigrants have less 

impact on air quality than natives, (Ma and Hoffman 2018) papers concerned with the impact of 

immigrants and their descendants on the environment, generally, presume that immigrants 

consume and produce similarly to natives. Those concerned with environmental impacts and 

immigration, instead, argue that immigrants increase the U.S. population and thus impact the 

environment through population growth (Kolankiewicz 2015). Environmental concerns regarding 
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immigrants hinge on population growth as opposed to differences in consumption and production 

patterns between natives and immigrants. Since environmental effects stem from immigrants’ 

effect on population growth, the following section will review immigrants’ impact along those 

margins. 

Currently, immigration plays a significant role in population growth in the United States. 

Using Census Bureau projections, Vespa et al. conclude that by the year 2030, net international 

immigration, alone, will contribute more to population growth in the United States than the 

natural increase defined as the number of births minus deaths (Vespa et al. 2018, 2). Upon 

arrival, immigrants continue to play a large role in U.S. population growth. The Census Bureau 

predicts that between 2017 and 2060 foreign-born mothers will account for 19.4 percent of births 

while native-born mothers will only account for 80.6 births (Ibid., 3); and because natives have a 

higher mortality rate and lower life expectancy relative to the foreign-born population—84.9 

percent of all deaths between 2017 and 2060 will be natives (Ibid., 3). When the Pew Research 

Center examined U.S. population growth, they projected that future immigrants and their 

descendants would account for 88 percent of the increase in the U.S. population between 2015 

and 2065 (Pew 2015, 6). These findings make it clear that immigration does affect population 

growth, however, it's unclear how to measure immigration's overall impact as the consequences 

of population growth can be assessed along several different lines—overpopulation, congestion, 

resource usage, etc.  

In terms of congestion and overpopulation, both vectors which could impose costs on 

U.S. citizens and residents, one metric to assess population growth’s effect is through population 

density as Cochrane did in 2014. His analysis compared the population density of the United 

States, in 2014, to other developed countries and found that the U.S. population would have to 
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increase by 2 to 4 billion people to achieve similar population densities as the United Kingdom 

or the Netherlands, respectively (Cochrane 2014, 2–4). Though Cochrane performed this 

exercise in jest and acknowledges that there may be differences in overall habitable space 

between countries, the disparity in population densities seems to suggest that the United States 

possesses the necessary land for population growth in the millions and is not in danger of 

overpopulation in the near term. 

Ehrlich, however, argues that the United States, despite its relatively low population 

density, is already the most overpopulated nation because of the U.S. population’s high 

consumption rate (Ehrlich 2010). According to Ehrlich’s assessments, made in 2010, the United 

States should reduce its population to 150 million people by limiting immigration until the 

number of births and immigrants is less than the number of deaths plus emigrants to be more 

environmentally stable (Ibid.). Given the U.S. population, in 2018, Ehrlich’s policy prescription 

would require a reduction of roughly 181 million residents. Similarly, Kolankiewicz concludes 

that the United States should restrict immigration to lower its population by pointing out, among 

other things, that the biocapacity of the United States has dropped between 1961 and 2006 while 

the U.S. ecological footprint has risen over the same period (Kolankiewicz 2015, 11–15).  

Assessing the environmental impact of population growth is difficult because it is only 

one of the factors that affect the state of the environment. Other elements that affect an area's 

carrying capacity include individual's preferences, technological advancement, consumption and 

production patterns (Arrow et al. 1995). In 1981, Simon made the still relevant observation that 

innovation, combined with properly functioning markets have, historically, made natural 

resources less costly, relative to overall spending, overtime and will likely do so in the future 

(Simon 1998, 6). As opposed to Neo-Malthusian models, under these more dynamic models, the 
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environmental impact of population growth may be mitigated by changes in technology, 

governmental policy, and consumption/production methods. 

Creating a monetary assessment of legal permanent resident’s environmental costs is 

further complicated by the fact that pollution and resource usage is a domestic as well as a global 

problem. For example, Powell notes that immigration to the United States can provide 

environmental benefits at the global level because in less developed countries, with poorly 

defined property rights, individuals spill over the cost of pollution onto others whereas in the 

United States better-defined property rights dissuade this type of behavior (Powell and Lamm 

2017). Though the benefits that accrue to foreigners in foreign countries is not within this study’s 

purview, it is possible that the environmental damage done abroad could affect the United States 

either directly or indirectly depending on the magnitude of the environmental damage. For U.S. 

citizens and residents concerned about global locales and access to imported goods, denying 

immigrants access to the United States on environmental terms could be more costly—via 

increased cost or depletion of imported goods and services—than allowing some immigrants to 

pollute in the United States on the margin. 

Considering the issues above, this study will proxy immigrant’s potential environmental 

impact—given the underlying uncertainty, data limitations, and author's ability—by monetizing 

the CO2 emissions of legal permanent residents and their descendants that occur due to their 

migration to the United States. Though even in a counterfactual of no migration, those denied 

access to the United States would still emit CO2. The amount of CO2 emitted by denied 

migrants in their home countries would be less than if they were admitted to the United States as 

U.S. residents emit 12.53 tons of CO2 more per person than a resident of a middle-income 
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country (World Bank n.d.). Using the interim average social domestic cost of carbon23 

discounted at a 3 percent rate, in $2012, between 2015-2050—see Table 16. EPA: Average 

Interim Domestic Social Cost of C02 per ton, 2015-2050—I calculates the predicted average 

social cost of legal permanent residents’ increased CO2 emissions over a 75-year period at $7.9 

billion in NPV terms—using a life expectancy of roughly 79 years, ten year cumulative 

probability of emigration rate of .24, and a 75-year window—Table 17. Environmental 

Assumptions. 

I find that based on expected net C02 emissions, the average domestic social cost of the 

first generation will be $2.4 billion, the second generation will be $3.6 billion, and the third 

generation will be $1.9 billion in NPV terms— see Table 18. Environmental Costs based on 

Social Cost of Carbon: 1st, 2nd,& 3rd Generation. Because these estimates assume that per 

capita emissions rate for the United States and middle-income countries remain unchanged, they 

likely overstate the impact of legal permanent residents and their descendants as U.S. emissions 

have trended downward while middle-income countries emissions have trended upwards. This 

overstatement is somewhat offset by how I calculate the expected net C02 emissions of legal 

permanent residents post migration as my calculation does not attempt to determine the amount 

of CO2 emissions used abroad that would directly impact the United States—the only portion of 

foreign C02 emissions that should be included—before subtracting C02 emissions in the United 

States from C02 emissions expected in middle income countries.24 While this rough proxy of the 

environmental impact of a wave of legal permanent residents and two subsequent generations 

 
23The domestic social cost of carbon is defined by the Trump administration as the cost of carbon usage given the 
damage it causes in the United States. 
24 The net C02 emissions post migration was calculated by subtracting middle-income C02 emissions per capita from 
the U.S. C02 emissions per capita.  
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over a 75-year window appears large, it only represents about 26 percent of the total domestic 

social cost of CO2 that U.S. citizens and residents emitted in 2015. 

V. Baseline Opportunity Cost 

Ignoring the intangible benefits and including the additional costs and benefits of immigrants’ 

increases the opportunity cost of 855,538 legal permanent residents and their descendants by $8 

billion or roughly $9.4 thousand per immigrant—see Table 19. Additional Cost and Benefits of 

855,538 Legal Permanent Residents and Their Descendants over a 75-Year Window. The cost of 

immigrants and their descendant’s C02 emissions accounts for 99 percent their additional 

impact. If the cost of C02 emissions was removed, I would only assign an additional $111 

million or roughly $130 per immigrant, to the opportunity cost of legal permanent residents and 

their descendants.  

In the No Budget Adjustment model, i.e. the worst baseline case, the predicted value an 

additional wave of legal permanent residents drops to -$33 billion from -$25 billion. In the CBO 

Long-Term Budget Outlook fiscal model, i.e. the best-case baseline, the NPV of 855,538 legal 

permanent residents and their descendants falls from $155 billion to $147 billion. The 

subcategory with the highest predicted benefit remains those who arrive between 25-64 with a 

graduate degree, while the subcategory with the highest predict cost remains those who arrive 

between 25-64 with less than a high school education. Excluding intangible costs, the baseline 

suggests, that from the perspective of U.S. citizen or resident, the effect of a wave of legal 

permanent residents and their descendants ranges from a boon of $147 billion, equal to 0.8 

percent of GDP, or a burden of $33 billion, equal to 0.9 percent of GDP, relative to the no legal 

migration counterfactual—see Table 20. Worst- & Best-Case Baseline Estimated Opportunity 
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Cost for Legal Permanent Residents and their Descendants 75-year in NPV terms (In 1000s of 

$2012). 

VI. The Opportunity Cost of the Baseline Relative to an Auction or Tariff System 

I compare the opportunity cost of the current system against two alternatives—an auction system 

and a tariff system. Unlike previous studies that have examined sweeping changes to the U.S. 

immigration system, I assume that the visa system, in terms of the number of each category 

issued, remains unchanged. I examine the effect of the stated alternatives using a partial 

equilibrium analysis meaning that while expected effects are discussed, the only additional 

benefit of these alternatives that will be the revenue generated from the sale of green cards. 

While the following section discusses the opportunity cost of a narrow section of the U.S. 

immigration system—i.e., immigrants arriving as immediate relatives of U.S. citizens and on 

family-sponsored, employment-based, and diversity preference categories—relative to the two 

stated alternatives, these estimates do not represent the opportunity cost of the U.S. immigration 

system against all alternatives for two reasons. First, there are better and broader immigration 

reforms that could be undertaken by the U.S. government than implementing a tariff or auction 

system on top of the existing immigration system. Second, the greatest foregone benefit of 

immigration is the economic and fiscal benefits that could be captured if the U.S. changed 

existing policies in a way that reduced the negative impacts of immigrants while expanding the 

number of immigrants into the United States. In fact, my alternatives were not chosen because 

they are the best paths forward but rather because they illustrate how easily the U.S. federal 

government could offset any potential costs imposed by immigrants. 

Both of the following alternatives assume that the U.S federal government invests the 

revenue collected from legal permanent resident’s visa payments to those that are negatively 
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impacted by immigration. In practical terms, this would require that the U.S. federal government 

transfers the revenue generated from green-card sales to the states and local governments with 

large immigrant inflows. This redistributed transfer would help mitigate the impact of 

immigrants on state and local governments. For the impact of immigration to remain neutral for 

all parts, a federal redistribution system that compensates U.S. citizens and residents, who 

experience losses from immigration through depressed wages and unemployment, could also be 

implemented. This too would help mitigate some of the distributional effects of immigrants.  

A. A Visa Auction 

The U.S. federal government could maximize the benefit legal permanent residents provide for 

U.S. citizens and residents by implementing a green-card auction. When Becker suggested a visa 

auction, he mused that the government could sell visas for as much as $50k per visa. Given that 

this study examined 855,538 legal permanent residents, the revenue generated from the sale of 

green cards would be roughly $43 billion and would exceed an additional wave of immigrants 

and their descendants' cost, in the worst-case baseline, by about $10 billion. If the goal of a green 

card auction is to reduce the opportunity cost of 855,538 legal permanent residents and their 

descendants to zero, in the worst-case baseline, the required green card sale price given the 

number of visas—holding immigrants' characteristics fixed—would only need to be $38,240. 

The demand to legally migrate to the United States seems both high and relatively 

inelastic. For example, when Gallup surveyed potential migrants around the world, in 2017, 

found that one in five potential migrants desire to reside in the United States (Esipova et al. 

2017). And as of 2018, there is a fifteen-year wait for EB-5 visas (Business Wire 2018), which is 

a type of visa that requires an immigrant to invest a minimum of $1 million or $500 thousand in 

a high unemployment area (USCIS 2018) to receive a green card eventually. Similarly, the 
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traditional immigration channels have backlogs of their own. These facts suggests that if a 

component of the green-card system included an auction, auction prices would likely be higher 

than $50 thousand. And if a green-card auction resulted in auction prices of $75k to $100k, the 

U.S. government would be left with total inflows ranging from $64 billion to $85 billion. 

Zavodny has suggested that the U.S. federal government run a sealed bid auction in which the 

federal government first accepts the highest bids they receive and then charges the winners, those 

who bid the highest, the price of the lowest accepted bid. This Vickery auction helps identify 

immigrants who have the highest willing-to-pay while reducing the winner's curse, however, it 

would do little for U.S. citizens and residents in terms of revenue generation (Zavodny 2015, 2).  

Either system from the perspective of U.S. citizens and residents—ignoring intangible 

benefits of immigration—would be beneficial because the large revenue received from green 

card sales could immediately help offset the redistributive effects of immigration. Secondly, an 

auction system would likely encourage immigrants that will contribute the most to the U.S. 

economy because these immigrants would need to generate a return on their capital outlay large 

enough to justify migration. Ultimately, in the short run, a green card auction, where green card 

prices were at least $38,240 would reduce the opportunity cost of the baseline by roughly $33 

billion, in the worst case scenario, and increase the benefits already predicted by same amount in 

the best case scenario.  

B. A Revenue Neutral Tariff 

A tariff system, as opposed to a quota system, operates by increasing the price of a good or 

service instead of setting a cap on the number amount of goods and services that can obtained. 

Most immigration tariff proposals assume that all immigration quotas will be removed because 

tariffs will offset the negative externalities potentially created by immigration. Because the quota 
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system is removed while a tariff is introduced, there could potentially be additional benefits to 

the implementation of an immigration tariff system such as reducing the backlogs of legal 

immigration, reducing illegal immigration, decreasing immigration enforcement outlays, and 

increasing the revenue generated by immigration (Nowrasteh 2012). I narrowly focus on a tariff 

system that continues to restrict the number of available green cards to illustrate, a relatively, less 

radical reform that could reduce the opportunity cost of immigration and make U.S. citizens and 

residents indifferent to immigration inflows. 

Holding the characteristics of recent legal permanent residents and their descendants 

constant, to obtain indifference the U.S. federal government could apply a green card tariff 

priced equal to a legal permanent resident’s expected NPV. Under the best-case baseline, the 

only immigrants who would need to pay a tariff to offset their potential negative impact are: 

those arriving between 0-24 with less than a high school education ($86 thousand); those arriving 

between 25-64 with either less than a high school education ($263 thousand) or a high school 

education ($121 thousand); and all individuals arriving over the age of 65 ($132-$288 thousand). 

Under the worst-case baseline, immigrants in the most burdensome educational-age subcategory 

would have to pay a tariff of $331 thousand. 

Under the worst-case proposal baseline, the collection of tariffs would increase legal 

permanent residents, and their descendants’ expected NPV to zero. However, even under the 

best-case scenario, applying a tariff on individuals with negative expected NPVs would require 

legal permanent residents and their descendants to pay $59 billion if the same educational and 

age ratios continued. In other words, applying immigration tariffs according to an immigrant's 

NPV, likely prices out most immigrants between 0-24 without at least some college as well as 

lower-skilled immigrants aged 25-64 because the tariff price would be between $144 and $331 
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thousand. On the one hand, this tariff pricing system would encourage more high-skilled 

immigrants, who have more significant impacts on the U.S. economy, as potential immigrants 

would need to justify this outlay with expectations of high future earnings. On the other, it may 

restrict beneficial immigrants that are short on capital but high on human capital from the 

opportunity of migration. 

The United States has traditionally thought of itself as a nation of immigrants and though 

the U.S. government has applied head taxes to immigrants in the past, many U.S. citizens and 

residents believe that selling immigration green cards is repugnant (The Economist 2010) and 

that a tariff system which prices out low-skilled legal immigrants is unfair. To alleviate equity 

concerns, the U.S. federal government could impose a tariff system that prices green cards equal 

to the average NPV of all immigrants as opposed to the specific immigrant's NPV. This price-

setting design would reduce the tariff for the most burdensome immigrant—an individual 

between 25 and 64 with less than a high school education—in the worst case fiscal scenario by 

roughly $293 thousand.  

This pricing scheme would significantly increase the cost of entry for immigrants relative 

to the previous tariff system that priced green cards based on expected NPV. Immigrants arriving 

between the ages of 25-64 with a BA or greater did not have to pay for a green card under the 

previous system because their expected NPV was greater than zero, under an average NPV tariff 

system these immigrants would have to pay about $38 thousand. Essentially, pricing green card 

tariffs equal to the average expected NPV of immigrants subsidizes those with lower predicted 

NPV—older-lower-skilled immigrants with more children—by transferring their cost onto those 

with higher expected NPV—younger educated immigrants. While this is suboptimal from an 

economic standpoint because over the long run immigrants with an expected high NPV would be 
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more beneficial for the U.S. in monetized terms, many popular U.S. laws—such the federal tax 

code, welfare, and Medicaid—prioritize noneconomic goals over economic optimality, 

suggesting that many U.S. citizens and residents value optimizing along the lines of perceived 

fairness or equity.  

 In both a tariff and auction system, equity concerns can be reduced for all immigrants as 

long as family, friends, charities, and businesses are allowed to pay some portion of the cost. 

While Becker argues that migrants should pay, themselves, so that they would internalize the 

cost and signal their worth, allowing family and others to help with the tariff or auction payment 

still internalizes the cost of the immigrant, who is predicted to pose negative externalities, within 

those who benefit the most from the migration of an immigrant—i.e. all of those parties 

mentioned above. The use of surtaxes could help reduce the burden of a large initial capital 

payment though it would likely require an increase in governmental enforcement costs. The 

implementation of either a tariff or auction would internalize the cost of immigration onto the 

immigrant or other willing parties while generating reducing the externalities imposed by 

immigrants on U.S. citizens and residents.  

VII. Conclusion & Caveats 

After reviewing the cost and benefits of an additional wave of legal immigrants and their 

descendants—excluding refugees and asylees—I find that a wave of immigrants’ impact ranged 

from a boon of $146 billion, equal to .8 percent of GDP in 2017, or a burden of $33 billion, equal 

to .18 percent of GDP in 2017, relative to the no legal migration counterfactual. And though my 

expected NPV figures should be treated suspiciously as they were constructed in the face of 

several data limitations, relied on relatively rudimentary calculations, and were created using 

mixed estimates based on different segments of the immigrant population. They suggest that the 
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burden or boon of an additional wave of immigrants is relatively small compared to U.S. GDP 

and demonstrate that the cost of an additional wave of immigrants can be mitigated and 

internalized with the introduction of a tariff or auction which would allow the U.S. and 

immigrants to enjoy the benefits of immigration while reducing its’ potential costs. 
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Appendix: Tables & Figures 
 
Table 1. Dollar Values Adjusted to 2012 Base Year 

 

Name Original Value Base Year 2012 Value
Pew, Remittances $138,165,000,000 2016 130,428,933,860      
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, NJ Local -$922 1996 -$1,260
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, NJ State -$562 1996 -$768
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, Total NJ -$1,484 1996 -$2,028
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, CA Local -$831 1996 -$1,136
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, CA State -$2,632 1996 -$3,597
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, Total CA -$3,463 1996 -$4,732
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, Total US NJ Budget -$14,770,000,000 1996 -$20,183,316,992
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, Total US CA Budget -$20,160,000,000 1996 -$27,548,792,861
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, Federal CA $3 1996 $4
NRC Static Fiscal Cost, Federal NJ $4 1996 $5
U.S. GDP 2017 $19,485,394,000,000 2017 $18,051,391,462,240
Immigration Surplus, GDP 2017 .1 pct. 2012 $18,051,391,462
Immigration Surplus, GDP 2017 .3 pct. 2012 $54,154,174,387
DHS VSL $6,300,000 2008 $6,681,603
EPA SC Carbon, 2015 $6 2016 $6
EPA SC Carbon, 2020 $7 2016 $7
EPA SC Carbon, 2025 $7 2016 $7
EPA SC Carbon, 2030 $8 2016 $8
EPA SC Carbon, 2035 $9 2016 $8
EPA SC Carbon, 2040 $9 2016 $8
EPA SC Carbon, 2045 $10 2016 $9
EPA SC Carbon, 2050 $11 2016 $10

Dollar Values Adjusted to 2012 Base Year

Author's Calculations: These figures were converted from their original values to $2012 using the Gross 
Domestic Product: Implicit Price Deflator, Index 2012=100, Annual, Seasonally Adjusted.
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Table 2. NAS Estimates: 75-year Present Value Flows for Consolidated Federal, State, and Local Governments for Three Future 

Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of Immigrant Arrival in the United States (In 1000s of $2012) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0-24 25-64 65+ Avg 0-24 25-64 65+ Avg
<HS -267 -322 -282 -296 <HS -118 -231 -254 -185
HS -135 -197 -197 -176 HS 13 -105 -170 -67
SomCol -33 -63 -192 -53 SomCol 117 35 -163 67
BA 26 181 -205 122 BA 172 283 -177 235
>BA -2 523 -149 355 >BA 140 627 -120 469
Avg -103 19 -234 -36 Avg 45 116 -206 77

0-24 25-64 65+ Avg 0-24 25-64 65+ Avg
<HS -77 -254 -279 -201 <HS -54 -280 -276 -186
HS 127 -112 -187 -33 HS 153 -97 -185 -15
SomCol 288 82 -178 171 SomCol 317 101 -175 193
BA 384 426 -183 395 BA 415 449 -180 419
>BA 339 915 -123 725 >BA 367 946 -120 755
Avg 180 195 -224 173 Avg 207 215 -221 195

NAS Estimates: 75-year Present Value Flows for Consolidated Federal, State, and Local Governments for 
Three Future Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of Immigrant Arrival in the United States (In 1000s of 

$2012)

No Budget Adjustment No Budget Adjustment
Public Goods (defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world 

payments) Included in Incremental Benefit Costs
Public Goods Excluded from Incremental Benefit Costs

Source: NAS, Economic & Fiscal Consequences,  p. 456 Source: NAS, Economic & Fiscal Consequences,  p. 447

CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook W/ Deficit Reduction
Public Goods (defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world 

payments) Included in Incremental Benefit Costs
Public Goods (defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world 

payments) Included in Incremental Benefit Costs 

Source: NAS, Economic & Fiscal Consequences,  p. 454 Source: NAS, Economic & Fiscal Consequences,  p. 455
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Table 3. Average Number of Persons (Both New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status) Obtaining Legal Permanent Resident Status By 

Age Fiscal Years 2011-2013 

 

Characteristic Total Family-Sponsored Employment-Based Immediate Relatives Diversity
Total 855,538 211,917 147,759 451,788 44,074

Under 1 year 3,144 1,081 124 1,199 739

1 to 4 years 26,637 10,218 2,731 10,660 3,028

5 to 9 years 38,942 16,194 7,409 12,608 2,731

10 to 14 years 51,461 21,692 9,128 18,720 1,920

15 to 19 years 68,671 28,931 10,218 27,463 2,060

20 to 24 years 82,751 24,022 5,320 47,023 6,386

25 to 29 years 98,995 12,352 8,742 68,826 9,075

30 to 34 years 109,669 16,203 31,331 55,114 7,021

35 to 39 years 91,483 18,683 32,154 36,193 4,453

40 to 44 years 68,371 18,110 19,487 28,070 2,704

45 to 49 years 54,935 16,491 11,485 25,273 1,687

50 to 54 years 44,691 12,795 5,557 25,240 1,100

55 to 59 years 38,105 8,371 2,490 26,610 634

60 to 64 years 30,580 4,286 1,103 24,848 342

65 to 74 years 35,069 2,258 441 32,194 177

75 years and over 12,032 230 38 11,747 18

 Average Number of Persons (Both New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status) Obtaining LPR Status By Age 
Fiscal Years 2011-2013

Author's Calculations: These figures were calculated by averaging the DHS tables from FY 2011 to 2013.

Sources: DHS, Yearbook of Immigration Statistics: 2013,  Table 8.; DHS, Yearbook of Immigration Statistics: 2012 , 

Table 9; DHS, Yearbook of Immigration Statistics: 2011 , Table 9.     
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Table 4. Persons (New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status) Obtaining Legal Permanent Resident Status by Type and Major Class: 

FY 2011-2013 

 

Type and Major Class of Admission FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 Average
TOTAL

Total 877,531 865,117 856,491 866,380
Family-sponsored preferences 234,931 202,019 210,303 215,751
Immediate relatives of U.S. citizens 453,158 478,780 439,460 457,133
Employment-based preferences 139,339 143,998 161,110 148,149
Diversity 50,103 40,320 45,618 45,347

ADJUSTMENTS OF STATUS
Total 397,521 385,918 400,034 394,491

Family-sponsored preferences 28,346 18,560 26,415 24,440
Immediate relatives of U.S. citizens 243,174 239,986 232,105 238,422
Employment-based preferences 124,384 126,016 140,009 130,136
Diversity 1,617 1,356 1,505 1,493

NEW ARRIVALS
Total 480,010 479,199 456,457 471,889

Family-sponsored preferences 206,585 183,459 183,888 191,311
Immediate relatives of U.S. citizens 209,984 238,794 207,355 218,711
Employment-based preferences 14,955 17,982 21,101 18,013
Diversity 48,486 38,964 44,113 43,854
Source: DHS, Yearbook of Immigration Statistics: 2013 , Table 6.

Persons (New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status) Obtaining LPR Status                         
by Type and Major Class: FY 2011-2013
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Table 5. Age Distributions: NAS Estimates "New Arrivals" Compared to DHS Estimates "New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status” 

FY 2011-2013   

 
 

 

Age Category NAS New Arrivals DHS All LPRs Total DHS All LPRs
0-24 37.0% 31.7% 271,606                     
25-64 59.0% 62.7% 536,831                     
65+ 4.0% 5.5% 47,101                       
Total 100% 100% 855,538                     

Age Distributions: NAS Estimates "New Arrivals" Compared to 
DHS Estimates "New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status"              

FY 2011-2013   

Sources: NAS, Economic & Fiscal Consequences  Table 8-6, p 419; DHS, 

Yearbook of Immigration Statistics FY: 2011-2013, Table 9.
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Table 6. Estimates of Educational Attainment of Recent Arrivals by Age Category 

 
 

 

Ed Level Pew Est. '13 NAS Est. 11-13
<HS 23.0% 21.2%
HS 20.0% 23.2%
SomCol 16.0% 14.2%
BA 23.0% 25.2%
>BA 18.0% 16.2%

<HS 21.0% 4.0%
HS 18.0% 17.0%
SomCol 22.0% 30.0%
BA 27.0% 32.0%
>BA 12.0% 17.0%

Educational Attainment of Recent Arrivals 25 & Older

Sources: NAS,  Economic and Fiscal Consequence , p. 415 
; Pew Research Center, Modern Immigration , p. 42.

Estimates of Educational Attainment of Recent 
Arrivals by Age Category

New Arrivals      
age 20-30

2nd Generation Ed Level

 Educational Distribution for Immigrants, Ages 20-
30, Who Arrived in the United States in the Past 5 

Years and Projected Distribution of Their 

Source: NAS, Economic and Fiscal Consequences , 427.

Author's Calculation: NAS’s educational estimates,  11-
13, for recent arrivals 25 & Older sum to .99. This study 
averaged the remaining .01 over the five educational 
subclasses.
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Table 7. All Legal Permanent Residents by Predicted Educational & Age Categories 

 

0-24 25-64 65+ Total
<HS 45,354       113,808 9,985                   169,148     

HS 48,202       124,545 10,928                 183,674     

SomCol 65,251       76,230   6,688                   148,170     

BA 76,770       135,281 11,870                 223,920     

>BA 36,029       86,967   7,630                   130,626     

Total 271,606     536,831 47,101                 855,539     

<HS 4% 2,749     21.0% 42,606       

HS 17% 11,683   18.0% 36,519       

SomCol 30% 20,617   22.0% 44,634       

BA 32% 21,991   27.0% 54,779       

>BA 17% 11,683   12.0% 24,346       

Total 100% 68,723   100.0% 202,883     

Ed Attainment 25-64 65+
<HS 113,808               9,985         

HS 124,545               10,928       

SomCol 76,230                 6,688         

BA 135,281               11,870       

>BA 86,967                 7,630         

Total 536,831               47,101       

All LPRs by Predicted Educational & Age Categories

 Number of LPRS (25 and Older) by Observed Ed & Age Category

25.2%

16.2%

100%

Number of LPRs (24 and Younger) by Predicted Ed & Age Category

Author's Calculations: This paper determined the educational levels of those 

arriving between the ages of 0 to 9 using NAS's estimates of 2nd generation 

immigrants educational levels. The educational levels of those arriving 

between the ages of 10 to 24 were calculated using estimates of recent 

immigrants between 20-30.

Sources: NAS, Economic and Fiscal Consequences , p. 415 & 427; Table 3 

Persons (New Arrivals & Adjustments of Status) Obtaining LPR Status by Type 

and Major Class: FY 2011-2013.

NAS Est. 
Immigrants 20-30

10 - 240-9
NAS Est. 
2nd Gen 

Ed Attainment

NAS Estimates
21.2%

23.2%

14.2%
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Table 8. 855,538 Legal Permanent Residents and Their Descendants Predicted 75-year Present Value Flows for Consolidated 

Federal, State, and Local Governments for Three Future Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of Immigrant Arrival in the United 

States (In 1000s of $2012) 

 
 

 

0-24 25-64 65+ Total 0-24 25-64 65+ Total
<HS -$12,109,630 -$36,646,176 -$2,815,906 -$51,571,712 <HS -$5,351,822 -$26,289,648 -$2,536,313 -$34,177,782
HS -$6,507,258 -$24,535,365 -$2,152,719 -$33,195,342 HS $626,625 -$13,077,225 -$1,857,677 -$14,308,277
SomCol -$2,153,291 -$4,802,490 -$1,284,171 -$8,239,951 SomCol $7,634,394 $2,668,050 -$1,090,207 $9,212,237
BA $1,996,016 $24,485,861 -$2,433,255 $24,048,622 BA $13,204,416 $38,284,523 -$2,100,908 $49,388,031
>BA -$72,058 $45,483,741 -$1,136,932 $44,274,751 >BA $5,044,047 $54,528,309 -$915,650 $58,656,706
Total -$18,846,220 $3,985,571 -$9,822,983 -$24,683,632 Total $21,157,661 $56,114,009 -$8,500,754 $68,770,915

0-24 25-64 65+ Total 0-24 25-64 65+ Total
<HS -$3,492,290 -$28,907,232 -$2,785,950 -$35,185,472 <HS -$2,449,139 -$31,866,240 -$2,755,993 -$37,071,372
HS $6,121,643 -$13,949,040 -$2,043,444 -$9,870,842 HS $7,374,892 -$12,080,865 -$2,021,589 -$6,727,562
SomCol $18,792,355 $6,250,860 -$1,190,533 $23,852,682 SomCol $20,684,641 $7,699,230 -$1,170,468 $27,213,403
BA $29,479,626 $57,629,706 -$2,172,125 $84,937,207 BA $31,859,492 $60,741,169 -$2,136,516 $90,464,144
>BA $12,213,800 $79,574,805 -$938,541 $90,850,064 >BA $13,222,610 $82,270,782 -$915,650 $94,577,742
Total $63,115,134 $100,599,099 -$9,130,593 $154,583,640 Total $70,692,496 $106,764,076 -$9,000,217 $168,456,355

Author's Calculation: To generate this table the subcategories presented in the table "All LPRs by Predicted Educational & Age 
Categories" were multiplied by NAS's predicted net fiscal impact for immigrants in the same education and age subcategory 
presented in table "NAS Estimates: 75-year Present Value Flows for Consolidated Federal, State, and Local Governments for Three 
Future Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of Immigrant Arrival in the United States (In 1000s of $2012)."

855,538 LPRs and Their Descendants Predicted 75-year Present Value Flows for Consolidated Federal, State, and Local 
Governments for Three Future Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of Immigrant Arrival in the United States (In 1000s 

of $2012)

CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook W/ Deficit Reduction
Public Goods(defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world payments) 

Included in Incremental Benefit Costs

Public Goods (defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world payments) 

Included in Incremental Benefit Costs 

Source: NAS, The Economic & Fiscal Consequences , p. 454 Source: NAS, The Economic & Fiscal Consequences,  p. 455

No Budget Adjustment No Budget Adjustment
Public Goods (defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world payments) 

Included in Incremental Benefit Costs

Public Goods Excluded from Incremental Benefit Costs

Source: NAS, The Economic & Fiscal Consequences , p. 456 Source: NAS, The Economic & Fiscal Consequences,  p. 447
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Table 9. First, Second, and Third-Generation Population Estimates & Assumptions 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Table 10. Life Cycle Events of First, Second, and Third Generation 

 
 

 

 

Pop. 1st Generation, LPRs Avg. FY 11-13 855,538 Fertility Rate of 1st Generation 2.3
Pop. 1st Generation under 50 534,582 1st Generation under 50, After Ten Years 406,283
Pop. 2nd Generation 509,613 Fertility Rate of 2nd Generation 2
Avg. Pct. Female of 1st Gen, FY 11-13 54.5% Pct. Female of 2nd Generation* 48.7%
Pop. 3rd Generation 496,364

Author's Calculations: NAS estimated that fertility is zero after age 50. "Pop. 1st Generation under 50" was 
calculated by subtracting the average number of LPRs over 50 from "Pop. 1st Generation, LPRs Avg. FY 11-13."

First, Second, and Third-Generation Population Estimates & Assumptions

X
Sources: Pew Research Center, The Odds That You Will Give Birth to a Boy;  DHS, Yearbook of 
Immigration Statistic ; NAS, Economic and Fiscal Consequences , 429.
Notes: NAS's prediction of Cumulative Probability of Emigration After Ten Years is .24. 

1 2017 All Terrorist Acts; All Enter Labor Force
11 2027 Population emigrates; 74% remain 
20 2036 All Give Birth All Born
40 2056 All Enter Labor Force
46 2062 All Terrorist Acts
47 2063 All Give Birth All Born
67 2083 All Enter Labor Force
73 2089 All Terrorist Acts
75 2091

Life Cycle Events of First, Second, and Third Generation

Final Year of Study
Author's Calculations: These events are treated like shocks. The first generation joins the labor force and 

commits all expected terrorism acts when they arrive in the United States. After ten years, 74% of the initial 

population remains. After 26 years, all of the first generation gives birth and all of the Second Generation is 

born. The second generation joins the labor force 20 years after their birth and commits all expected terrorist 

acts 26 years later, and gives birth to the third-generation 27 years after their birth.

First Generation Second Generation Third GenerationYearStudy Year
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Table 11. Immigration Surplus by Generation 

 
 

 
Table 12. Successful First-Generation Terrorists with Legal Permanent Resident Status whose Attacks were Committed on U.S. 

Soil, 2001-2017 

 
 

2017 1st Generation 855,538                 160,314,000                       66% 0.35%
2056 2nd Generation 509,613                 181,300,000                          80.9% 0.23%
2083 3rd Generation 496,364                 185,800,000                          80.9% 0.22%

Shock Period Generation NPV Surplus (-.3) NPV Surplus (-.86)
2017-2023 1st Generation 61,351,270$          175,873,642$                        

Shock Period Generation NPV Surplus (-.3) NPV Surplus (-.86)
2056-2061 2nd Generation 27,582,842$          79,070,815$                          

Shock Period Generation NPV Surplus (-.3) NPV Surplus (-.86)
2083-2088 3rd Generation 24,651,856$          70,668,653$                          

Sources: BLS, A Look at the Future of the U.S. Labor Force to 2060 ; Borjas, Economic Benefits from Immigration.

Average NPV Estimated Surplus
47,660,254$                                            

Total Immigration Surplus All Generations, in NPV terms 219,599,539$                                          

Author's Calculation: For a description of these calculations, see the section entitled "economic contributions."

First Generation, 2012-2022
Average NPV Estimated Surplus

118,612,456$                                          

Third Generation, 2060-2070

Generation's Share 
of the Workforce

Immigration Surplus by Generation

Second  Generation, 2012-2022
Average NPV Estimated Surplus

53,326,828$                                            

Year Generation Total Pop. Est. U.S. Civilian Labor Force
Est. Workforce 

Participation Rate

Date Terrorist Wounded Killed
2006 Mohammed Reza Taheri-azar 6 0
2015 Mohammad Abdulazeez 2 5
2015 Tashfeen Malik 10.5 7
2016 Dahir A. Adan 10 0

2017 Sayfullo Saipov 11 8
2017 Akayed Ullah 5 0

44.5 20
Author's Calculations: Tashfeen Mailk's was assigned half of the deaths and injuries caused 
in the San Bernardino Shooting the remainder was assigned to her husband. Ahman Khan 
Rahami and the Tsarnaev brothers were not included in this calculation as they entered the 
United States as asylees, i.e. visa types outside of this analysis.

Successful First-Generation Terrorists with LPR Status whose 
Attacks were Committed on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017

Total Wounded; Killed

Sources: Nowrasteh, Terrorism and Immigration, Table A.1; New 
America, Terrorism After 9/11 Database .
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Table 13. Successful Confirmed Second-Generation Terrorists whose Attacks were Committed on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017 

 

Date & Incident Name Terrorist Wounded Killed
2006 Seattle Jewish Federation Shooting Naveed Haq 5 1
2009 Fort Hood Shooting Nidal Hasan 32 13
2015 Garland, Texas Shooting Nadir Soofi 1 0
2015 San Bernardino Shooting Syed Rizwan Farook 10.5 7
2016 Orlando Night Club Shooting Omar Mateen 53 49
2016 Wasil Farooqui Wasil Farooqui 2 0

103.5 70Total Wounded; Killed

Successful Confirmed Second-Generation Terrorists whose attacks were committed on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017

Author's Calculations: This study allocates the damage caused by the 2015 San Bernardino shootings to Syed Rizwan 
Farook and his wife. This paper attempted to confirm Successful Terrorist Attacks by Second Generation Immigrants 
on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017 through the utilization of the New America, Terrorism in America After 9/11 database. The 
process involved finding one newspaper source for each attack and searching for the following key terms: second, 
generation, illegal, immigrant, legal, parent, mom, father, visa, citizen, foreign, and born. 

Sources: New America, Terrorism in America After 9/11; Naveed Haq, 
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/34864411/ns/us_news-crime_and_courts/t/life-sentence-shooting-Jewish-
charity/ ; Syed Rizwan Farook, Omar Mateen, Nidar Soofi https://www.newsmax.com/headline/report-
omar-mateen-second-generation-home-grown/2016/06/14/id/733842/; Nidal Hasan, 
https://abcnews.go.com/WN/fort-hood-shooting-army-doctor-nidal-malik-hasan/story?id=9012970; Wasil 
Farooqui, https://www.roanoke.com/news/crime/roanoke_county/wasil-farat-farooqui-to-serve-years-for-
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Table 14. Successful Terrorist Attacks by Terrorists believed to be, at least, Third-Generation U.S. Citizens on U.S. Soil, 2001-
201 

 

Date & Incident Name Wounded Killed
2001 Post-9/11 Shootings 1 2
2003 Salinas, Calif. Abduction, Torture, and Murder 0 1
2004 Tulsa OK, Bank Robbery 0 1
2006 John Ditullio 1 1

2007 Aryan Soldiers Kill Homeless Man 0 1
2008 Knoxville, TN Church Shooting 7 2
2008 Woodburn, Oregon Bank Bombing 2 2

2009 Little Rock Shooting 1 1

2009 Holocaust Museum Shooting 1 1
2009 George Tiller Assassination 0 1
2009 Flores Murders, Pima County, AZ 1 2
2009 Brockton, MA Murders 1 2
2009 Pittsburgh Police Shootings 2 3
2009 Charles Francis Gaskins 0 1
2009 North Palm Springs, Calif. Murder of Sex Offender by White Supremacists 0 1
2010 Carlisle, PA Murder 0 1
2010 Austin, TX Plane Attack 0 1
2010 Craiglist Murder 0 2
2010 Ross Muehlberger 4 1
2011 FEAR Militia 0 3
2011 Three Miss. Men Kill African-American Man 0 1
2012 St. John's Parish Police Ambush 2 2
2012 Tri-State Killing Spree 0 4
2012 Sikh Temple Shooting 4 6
2013 Christine and Jeremy Moody 0 2
2013 Shooting of TSA Officer at LAX 6 1
2014 Kansas Jewish Center Shooting 0 3
2014 New York Hatchet Attack 2 0
2014 Las Vegas Police Ambush 0 3
2014 Oklahoma Beheading 1 1
2014 Blooming Grove Police Shooting 1 1
2014 Isla Vista Attack 14 6
2015 Charleston Church Shooting 0 9
2015 Colorado Planned Parenthood Shooting 9 3
2015 Shooting at Louisiana "Trainwreck" Movie Screening 9 2
2016 Philadelphia Police Shooting 1 0
2016 Dallas Police Shooting 11 5
2017 New York Stabbing 0 1
2017 Car-Ramming Attack at Charlottesville White-Nationalist Rally 19 1
2017 Colorado Security Guard Shooting 0 1
2017 Fresno Shooting 0 3
2017 Oregon Train Stabbing 1 2
2017 University of Maryland Stabbing 0 1
Total Wounded; Killed 101 88
Source:  New America, Terrorism After 9/11 Database .
Author's Calculations: These attacks represent those remaining in the New America database that were 
neither in Nowrasteh's study nor performed by immigrants or those that could be confirmed as second-
generation immigrants. In the New America database the following terrorist attacks did not list the 
number wounded so it was assumed that no wounds were sustained: Tulsa OK, Bank Robbery; Carlisle, PA 
Murder; Austin, TX Plane Attack; Tri-State Killing Spree; Las Vegas Police Ambush; and Charleston Church 
Shooting.  

Successful Terrorist Attacks by Terrorists believed to be, at least, Third-Generation U.S. Citizens on U.S. 
Soil, 2001-2017
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Table 15. Terrorism, Assumptions & Predicted Terrorism Costs By Generation 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Pop. 1st Generation, LPRs Avg. FY 11-13 855,538 Pop. LPR Successful Terrorists on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017 6
Pop. 2nd Generation 509,613 Pop. 2nd Generation Successful Terrorists on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017 6
Pop. 3rd Generation 496,364 Pop. 3rd Generation Successful Terrorist Attacks on U.S. Soil, 2001-2017 43
Total green cards issued, 2001-2017 17,963,498 Pop. of U.S. 2nd Generation Between Ages 14-44 3,767,400
DHS Value of A Statistical Life, $2012 $6,681,603 Severe Injury Adjustment 0.266

Pct. Successful Terrorists in LPR Pop. '01-'17 0.00003% Expected Number of Successful LPR Terrorists 0.29
Individuals Killed Per Successful LPR Terrorist 3.33 Individuals Wounded Per Successful LPR Terrorist 7.4
Expected Killed Cost 6,364,426$      Expected Wounded Cost 3,766,785$   

Pct. Successful Terrorists in 2nd Gen Pop Between Ages 14-44 0.000159% Expected Number of Successful 2nd Gen Terrorists 0.81              
Individuals Killed Per Successful 2nd Gen Terrorist 11.7 Individuals Wounded Per Successful 2nd Gen Terrorist 11.7
Expected Killed Cost 63,267,071$    Expected Wounded Cost $16,829,041

Pct. Terrorists in 3rd Gen Pop Between Ages 14-44 0.000054% Expected Number  of Successful  3rd Gen Terrorists 0.27              
Individuals Killed Per Successful Terrorist, U.S. Citizen not 2nd Gen 2.0 Individuals Killed Per Successful Terrorist, U.S. Citizen not 2nd Gen 2.3
Expected Killed Cost 2,050,149$      Expected Wounded Cost $625,901

Author's Calculations: For discounting purposes, all 1st generation terrorist attacks occur year 0; all 2nd generation terrorist attacks occur year 46; all 3rd generation attacks 
occur year 73. Ancillary Cost (Property Damage, Gov Costs, Medical Services) are calculated by increasing a predict generation's terrorism cost by an order of magnitude. 
The 2nd Generation population between ages 18-44 is calculated using Characteristics of the U.S. Population by Generational Status: 2013. The total 2nd gen population is 
11.7 million and 32.2% are between the ages of 18 and 44. The total 3rd gen population is 234.7 million and 34.2% are between the ages of 18 and 44. For the third 
generation, a terrorist incident is assumed to have been committed by one terrorist even if there multiple offenders.            

Predicted Cost + Ancillary Costs Prior to Discounting $26,760,505
Discounted Predicted Cost per 3rd Gen $3,402,276

All Generations; Total Discounted Cost
Predicted Killed/Wounded Cost For All Gens; Including Ancillary Cost (Property 
Damage, Gov Costs, Medical Services)

$330,913,965

3rd Generation

Predicted Cost 3rd Gen Prior to Discounting $2,676,051

Predicted Cost 2nd Gen Prior to Discounting $80,096,112
Predicted Cost + Ancillary Costs Prior to Discounting $800,961,124
Discounted Predicted Cost per 2nd Gen $226,199,576

2nd Generation

Terrorism, Assumptions & Predicted Terrorism Costs By Generation

Terrorism, Assumptions

Predicted Terrorism Costs By Generation
1st Generation

1st Generation Predicted Terrorism Cost $10,131,211
1st  Generation Predicted Terrorism Cost  + Ancillary Costs $101,312,113
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Table 16. EPA: Average Interim Domestic Social Cost of C02 per ton, 2015-2050 

 
 

 

 
Table 17. Environmental Assumptions 

 
 

 

 

 

 

EPA SC Carbon, 2015 6$               2016 5.66$          
EPA SC Carbon, 2020 7$               2016 6.61$          
EPA SC Carbon, 2025 7$               2016 6.61$          
EPA SC Carbon, 2030 8$               2016 7.55$          
EPA SC Carbon, 2035 9$               2016 8.50$          
EPA SC Carbon, 2040 9$               2016 8.50$          
EPA SC Carbon, 2045 10$             2016 9.44$          
EPA SC Carbon, 2050 11$             2016 10.38$        
Source: Environmental Protection Agency,  Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Proposed Emission Guidelines for 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Existing Electric Utility Generating Units; Revisions to Emission Guideline Implementing 
Regulations , Table 4-1.

EPA: Average Interim Domestic Social Cost of C02 per ton, 2015-2050

Name Original 
Value

Base Year 2012 Value

Pop. 1st Generation 855,538      US C02 Emissions Per Capita (Tons), 2014 16.49
Pop. 2nd Generation 509,613      Middle Income Countries CO2 Emissions (Tons) Per Capita  3.87
Pop. 3rd Generation 496,364      Net C02 Emissions (Tons) per Immigrant 12.62
Discount Rate 3% US Life Expectancy at Birth, 2015 79

Author's Calculation: For 1st-generation cost calculations, mortality rates were rounded down from 79.3 to 79.

Sources: World Health Organization, World Health Statistics 2016, Annex B Part 1; EPA, Regulatory Impact 
Analysis for the Proposed Emission Guidelines, 140.; Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, "C02 
Emissions (Metric Tons per Capita)."

Environmental Assumptions
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Table 18. Environmental Costs based on Social Cost of Carbon: 1st, 2nd,& 3rd Generation 

 
 

Year 1st Gen 2nd Gen 3rd Gen Avg. SC of C02  
2017 61,154,157$      -$                   -$                   5.66$                           
2018 61,154,157$      -$                   -$                   5.66$                           
2019 61,154,157$      -$                   -$                   5.66$                           
2020 71,346,516$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2021 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2022 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2023 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2024 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2025 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2026 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2027 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2028 70,343,095$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2029 67,418,561$      -$                   -$                   6.61$                           
2030 77,049,784$      -$                   -$                   7.55$                           
2031 77,049,784$      -$                   -$                   7.55$                           
2032 77,049,784$      -$                   -$                   7.55$                           
2033 77,049,784$      -$                   -$                   7.55$                           
2034 74,135,293$      -$                   -$                   7.55$                           
2035 83,402,205$      -$                   -$                   8.50$                           
2036 83,402,205$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2037 83,402,205$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2038 83,402,205$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2039 79,316,532$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2040 79,316,532$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2041 79,316,532$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2042 79,316,532$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2043 74,524,706$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2044 74,524,706$      54,640,985$      -$                   8.50$                           
2045 82,805,229$      60,712,206$      -$                   9.44$                           
2046 82,805,229$      60,712,206$      -$                   9.44$                           
2047 82,805,229$      60,712,206$      -$                   9.44$                           
2048 82,805,229$      60,712,206$      -$                   9.44$                           
2049 76,260,570$      60,712,206$      -$                   9.44$                           
2050 76,260,570$      60,712,206$      -$                   9.44$                           

Environmental Costs based on Social Cost of Carbon: 1st, 2nd,& 3rd Generation--Part 1

Annual Flows, Based on Life Expectancy, Emigration Rates (in $2012)
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Year 1st Gen 2nd Gen 3rd Gen Avg. SC of C02  
2051 83,886,627$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2052 83,886,627$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2053 83,886,627$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2054 74,926,795$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2055 74,926,795$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2056 74,926,795$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2057 74,926,795$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2058 74,926,795$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2059 62,938,198$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2060 62,938,198$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2061 62,938,198$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2062 62,938,198$      66,783,426$      -$                   10.38$                         
2063 62,938,198$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2064 48,566,333$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2065 48,566,333$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2066 48,566,333$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2067 48,566,333$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2068 35,593,266$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2069 35,593,266$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2070 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2071 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2072 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2073 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2074 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2075 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2076 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2077 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2078 24,748,974$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2079 15,749,784$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2080 15,749,784$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2081 15,749,784$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2082 15,749,784$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2083 15,749,784$      66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2084 9,005,961$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2085 9,005,961$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2086 9,005,961$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2087 9,005,961$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2088 9,005,961$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2089 3,902,718$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2090 3,902,718$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         
2091 3,902,718$        66,783,426$      65,047,142$      10.38$                         

Total 2,440,581,982$ 3,594,162,581$ 1,886,367,114$ 7,921,111,677$           
Author's Calculation: The total annual C02 emissions in a year were calculated by 
multiplying the social cost of carbon emissions, the net expected C02 emissions tons 
per capita, and the number of individuals in the population. After ten years the first 
generation annual cost was multiplied by .74 which is the expected number of 
immigrants remaining in the first generation. After their predicted deaths at 79 years 
old, first generation immigrants were removed from the calculations.

Environmental Costs based on Social Cost of Carbon: 1st, 2nd,& 3rd Generation--Part 2

Annual Flows, Based on Life Expectancy, Emigration Rates (in $2012)
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Table 19. Additional Cost and Benefits of 855,538 Legal Permanent Residents and Their Descendants over a 75-Year Window 

 

Economic $219,599,539

Environmental -$7,921,111,677

Terrorism -$330,913,965

Health $0

Crime $0

Net Impact -$8,032,426,104

Average Net Impact -$9,389

Author's Calculations: These figures were 

pulled from their respective tables presented 

throughout the study.    

    

Additional Cost and Benefits of 855,538 
LPRs and Their Descendants over a          

75-Year Window    
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Table 20. Worst- & Best-Case Baseline Estimated Opportunity Cost for Legal Permanent Residents and their Descendants 75-

year in NPV terms (In 1000s of $2012) 

 
 

0-24 25-64 65+ Total
<HS -$12,535,451 -$37,714,690 -$2,909,657 -$53,159,798
HS -$6,959,813 -$25,704,685 -$2,255,315 -$34,919,813
SomCol -$2,765,917 -$5,518,194 -$1,346,966 -$9,631,077
BA $1,275,244 $23,215,743 -$2,544,695 $21,946,292
>BA -$410,324 $44,667,231 -$1,208,572 $43,048,335
Total -$21,396,261 -$1,054,595 -$10,265,205 -$32,716,061

0-24 25-64 65+ Total
<HS -$3,918,111 -$29,975,746 -$2,879,701 -$36,773,558
HS $5,669,087 -$15,118,360 -$2,146,040 -$11,595,313
SomCol $18,179,728 $5,535,156 -$1,253,329 $22,461,556

BA $28,758,854 $56,359,588 -$2,283,565 $82,834,877
>BA $11,875,534 $78,758,295 -$1,010,181 $89,623,648
Total $60,565,093 $95,558,933 -$9,572,816 $146,551,210

Author's Calculations: This chart was created by adding the additional 
cost of an LPRs and their descendants from the table entitled 
"Additional Cost and Benefits of 855,538 LPRs and their descendants 
over a 75 year window" proportionately to the subcategories in the 
table entitled "855,538 LPRs and their descendants predicted 75-year 
Present Value Flows for Consolidated Federal, State, and Local 
Governments for Three Future Budget Scenarios, by Grouped Ages of 
Immigrant Arrival in the United States (In 1000s of $2012)"

Avg. Opportunity Cost of an LPR and Their Descendants
No Budget Adjustment Fiscal Scenario -$38,240
CBO Long-Term Budget Fiscal Scenario $171,297

Public Goods (defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world payments) 
Included in Incremental Benefit Costs (In 1000s of $2012)

Worst & Best Case Baseline
Estimated Opportunity Cost for LPRs and their Descendants 75-year in 

NPV terms (In 1000s of $2012)

No Budget Adjustment Fiscal Model
Public Goods (defense, federal subsidies, and rest-of-world payments) 

Included in Incremental Benefit Costs (In 1000s of $2012)

CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook Fiscal Model
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Table 21. Baseline Worst- & Best-Case Scenario Cost Per Immigrant by Educational & Age Category 

 
  

0-24 25-64 65+
<HS -$276,389 -$331,389 -$291,389
HS -$144,389 -$206,389 -$206,389
SomCol -$42,389 -$72,389 -$201,389
BA $16,611 $171,611 -$214,389
>BA -$11,389 $513,611 -$158,389

0-24 25-64 65+
<HS -$86,389 -$263,389 -$288,389
HS $117,611 -$121,389 -$196,389
SomCol $278,611 $72,611 -$187,389
BA $374,611 $416,611 -$192,389
>BA $329,611 $905,611 -$132,389

Baseline Worst & Best Case Scenario Cost Per 
Immigrant by Educational & Age Category

No Budget Adjustment Fiscal Model

CBO Long-Term Budget Outlook Fiscal Model

Author's Calculations: This chart was created by 
dividing the educational and age subcategory totals 
in the table entitled "Estimated Opportunity Cost for 
LPRs and their Descendants 75-year in NPV terms (In 
1000s of $2012)" by the number of LPRs in that 
educational and age subcategory.    
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